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Preface

Steve Jobs said that “" e only way to do great work is to love what you do.” 
I’m fortunate that pricing has been my work and passion for the last 20 years. 
" e purpose of this book is to summarize my main # ndings and draw a fore-
cast for the future of pricing.

Factors a$ ecting the pro# tability of a business o% en change whenever the 
market in which it operates undergoes signi# cant changes - such as inno-
vative technologies, new regulations, changing consumer tastes, or unstable 
cost levels. " erefore, to maintain/increase pro# tability in ever-changing 
markets and keep customers loyal, companies must frequently introduce 
completely new pricing models. And as pricing technologies develop drasti-
cally, the use of AI and ML algorithms for pricing models becomes more and 
more common practice.

At the same time, too few managers possess the ability to anticipate the need 
to make strategic decisions concerning prices relying on advanced technolo-
gies. A majority of companies are still changing their pricing strategies using 
outdated legacy approaches, and only a% er market changes occur, not in ad-
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vance. " e information revolution has caused prices to become much more 
transparent. As a result, consumers have become increasingly more sensitive 
to price changes. Even in the sector of services, the globalization of markets 
has resulted in increased competition and a decrease in selling costs. " e ra-
pid pace of technological changes in many industries has created new sources 
of value for customers, although this does not always directly translate into 
higher income for manufacturers.

Companies that can implement innovative changes in their pricing strategies 
can expect a bonus in the form of higher pro# ts and returned customers. It 
has been proven that companies that develop and e$ ectively implement strat-
egies based on value, achieve an operating income higher than business enti-
ties which base their pricing policies on market share or the assumed level of 
pro# t. A good example illustrating how pro# ts can be realized from a strate-
gy based on value is Walmart. " is US department store chain introduced a 
novel system of discounts under which rebates di$ er depending on the type 
of product as well as the location of the store. Such activities provide an op-
portunity to increase the number of customers visiting the store, as they will 
also buy goods not covered by the sales promotion. Competitors who carry a 
smaller assortment cannot make use of a strategy consisting of o$ ering such 
extensive reductions, making Walmart a big winner in this market, without 
simultaneously triggering a price war.

" is book would be # rst of all helpful for pricing practitioners in retail, but 
also for other stakeholders dealing with prices across the industries and busi-
ness segments. By reading the # rst part “Pricing Fundamentals”, you will be 
able to understand how to approach and manage pricing so you can grow 
your pro# ts smartly and sustain your organizations’ # nancial health. In the 
second part “Gaining Pricing Power " rough Technology” you will get a de-
tailed overview on the last-gen pricing technologies already transforming the 
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retail landscape. Finally, the last part “" inking Out-of-Box or What Can 
You Learn From Subscription Model” will give you a food for thought using 
examples of the innovative pricing approaches applied by subscription-based 
services.

I trust that reading " e Future of Pricing: A Guide to the Next 10 Years of AI 
Pricing will prove to be a useful and interesting way to improve your business 
skills and will inspire you to take action when necessary which will result in 
measurable pro# ts and reinforced customer loyalty!

Maciej Kraus PhD
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1.1 ! e impact of pricing on pro" t or how to stop leaving money on table
by Maciej Kraus and Greg Leśko

On a very basic level we can distinguish four main leverages of pro# t in each 
company: sales volume, sale price, variable (unit) costs and # xed costs. For 
the company that sells one product, a simple equation for pro# t is presented 
below.

pro" t = Q × (P - V) - F

Q – volume of sales (i.e. selling in items or other units of measure)
P – sale price
V – variable (unit) cost
F – total # xed costs

All four of these variables have a direct impact on company pro# ts. " erefore, 
what do these elements depend on and how can they be modi# ed?

Sales volume

In simple terms, we can say that how much a company sells depends directly 
on the number of their customers and the demand for the products they of-
fer. " erefore, it is necessary to stimulate at least one of the following areas: 
acquiring customers and/or increasing the demand for their product to make 
an impact and increase the volume of sales. And depending on the location of 
the company in the supply chain, we may also stimulate further sales.
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Attracting new customers leads to increased expenditures. In less complex 
organizations, these include sales representatives, phone calls, printing of in-
formational materials and expenses related to transportation or representa-
tional duties. As the organization grows, the (total1) costs of acquiring cus-
tomers increase and include issues such as expenditures for market research 
or media (advertising).

Stimulating further resale or consumption takes on di$ erent forms. " e most 
common is the involvement of a manufacturer in the cost of a product’s ad-
vertisement (e.g. at point of sale or in the media) or even # nancing a cam-
paign from start to # nish. From the point of view of the FMCG (fast-moving 
consumer goods) manufacturer, running and # nancing marketing campaigns 
and providing clients with materials for internal advertising at the point of 
sale (pallet displays, posters, T-shirts for personnel in restaurants, etc.) seems 
reasonable. Such actions have a positive impact on business relations and 
help to increase sales.

Stimulating consumption makes the end user choose larger quantities of 
products more o% en. Some methods by which this can be achieved are:

• Encouraging consumers (e.g. in marketing communication) to more 
 regular use of the product;
• Finding new applications for the product and informing customers 
 about them;
• Deliberate reduction in a products’ lifetime (durability) or the
 expiration date.

Generally speaking, in order to sell more, you should # rst consider the fol-
lowing points:

• Where and how can I acquire new customers?
• (B2B) How can I help make my customers sell more of my products to 
 their customers?
• (B2B, B2C) How can I make my customers use my product more o% en 
 (and therefore buy more of it)?

1 It is natural that with the development of an organization the total cost of acquiring customers increases, 
but despite the increase in costs, the decrease in an average cost of acquiring (one) client is most frequently 
observed in absolute values.
" is may be due to economies of scale or recommendations given by the customers acquired earlier.
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Selling price

Obviously, price constitutes an integral part of the pro# t equation. In short, 
we use the leverage of pro# t, which is the price, by raising it and providing a 
proper explanation of such an increase to customers. We can therefore justify 
this decision to maintain sales volume at the same (or slightly lower) level.

It is clear that the higher the price at which a company is able to sell their 
products, the better. However, analysis of various markets con# rms that not 
everyone is always aware of the obvious.

It is not unusual to sell a lot and sell it cheap. Silent winners in many deve-
loping markets o% en turn out to be those companies which do not o$ er the 
cheapest products and sell just a little (or very little) but still earn more than 
others. History shows that, at the end of the day, such companies prove to be 
the most successful. " anks to a long-term pro# t-oriented strategy and (to a 
slightly lesser extent) aiming at gaining market share, they can dedicate more 
resources to investments such as the expansion and improvement of machine 
facilities, implementation of new technologies, market research, hiring qua-
li# ed professionals, increasing the range of advertising (B2C) or expansion 
of sales (B2B). Such a foundation of success is much more stable than low 
prices.

Another seemingly obvious point is: customers o% en choose the supplier that 
meets their primary need best. In this way, Apple, through distinctive design 
and the durability of components in their products, attracts customers who, 
above all, value the appearance of Apple devices and their high standard of 
quality. Mobile devices manufactured by Samsung or HTC (and other brands 
using the Android operating system) have an attractive price to quality ratio 
and are therefore most frequently chosen by buyers for whom this factor is 
of utmost importance. If the main or only prerequisite of sale is a low price, 
such items will attract people who depend primarily on this very factor. It is 
not di&  cult to conclude that such customers will gradually demand increa-
singly lower prices and will simply change their provider if prices remain un-
changed. If a company decides upon a temporary strategy of lowering prices 
and (at a later stage) exploiting an increased customer base by introducing 
additional fees and increases in price - in order to increase its market share - 
such a strategy should always be carefully considered.
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Implementation of the # rst stage of this strategy appears to be relatively easy, 
but the real challenge is to e$ ectively navigate a business through the second 
stage. It is o% en forgotten that plausible justi# cation of change plays a key role 
while introducing a price rise.

" e justi# cation must convince both sales representatives and customers of 
its purpose, otherwise the price increase will be introduced only “on paper”. If 
there are no grounds for the increase, exposing customers to other non-price 
factors that other companies do not o$ er might be a necessary lifebelt. Refe-
rence to competitive advantages o% en allows for an e$ ective increase in prices.
 
" e most common of these include, among others, reliability, prompt execu-
tion of orders, dependability, a good history of cooperation and most impor-
tantly the unique functionality of the product or its unfailingly high quality.

Variable (unit) costs

" e costs attributed to a sold unit are an important component of the basic 
pro# t equation. " e issue of calculation and allocation of costs is a topic for 
a separate book, but the de# nition of variable unit costs adopted here covers 
not only the direct costs of production or purchase but also other selling costs 
(additionally taking into account other elements, such as cost of transport or 
disposable packaging, expenses related to preparing and placing POSM2 at 
points of sale, etc.).

Naturally, in order to maximize pro# ts one should strive for continuous re-
duction in costs. To achieve this, enterprises usually:

1. Renegotiate agreements with suppliers or seek new partners;
2. Use  cheaper  alternatives  in  the  manufacturing  process,  thus  
 lowering  the quality of products o$ ered3;
3. Look for savings in areas of costs not related directly to the cost of 
 manufacture or purchase (transportation, packaging, etc.);

2 POSM (Point of Sales Materials) – advertising materials placed in stores to stimulate sales of speci# c 
goods, also referred to as POS or POP.
3 " e fact that this practice is applied, does not mean that it should be recommended. " e decision to lower 
the quality of the products must have # rm justi# cation.
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4. Introduce changes to the management of the company (i.e. limiting 
 losses during the production process to the minimum);
5. Introduce new technologies.

Before deciding on savings in the area of variable costs it is necessary to take 
into account factors more extensive than the aspect of pro# t itself. Obtaining 
and then dealing with a new, cheaper supplier is o% en risky - sometimes it 
turns out that they have problems with timeliness or completing orders or 
advisors in the service department do not perform well enough. " erefore, 
such changes should be introduced gradually, e.g. by increasing the share of 
supplies from a new business partner across the purchase portfolio succes-
sively. " is way you can test a particular company and at the same time work 
out a basis for renegotiation of price conditions with an existing supplier.

Lowering the quality of products is of considerable importance when it comes 
to a business perspective which takes other points into consideration besides 
pro# t. Keep in mind that the quality and value of the product are closely 
linked - reducing one means reducing both.

Fixed costs

Most companies which have been active for several years have most likely 
implemented a project to reduce # xed costs at least once. Such initiatives are 
de# nitely needed and should periodically be considered every few months.
Please remember that “saving on paperclips” and trimming the budget in 
such a way that will do more harm than good in the long run is not recom-
mended (e.g. resigning from co$ ee or water dispensers, which workers are 
accustomed to, buying o&  ce supplies of apparently inferior quality, etc.).

Which lever to move?

Not every lever for pro# ts that a company may use works with the same force. 
Some a$ ect the # nal pro# t to a greater degree and some to a lesser degree. 
" e old saying is that it is wise to # rst reach for the fruit that hangs lowest - i.e. 
to # nd where the smallest e$ ort can gain the best results.
So in which area should we begin operating to increase pro# t?
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Of course, as the person who manages part of a large organization, before 
making any decision you are guided by cost-e$ ectiveness (if possible). " ere-
fore, let us look into an exemplary structure of your company.

Sample structure of revenues and costs in the enterprise

Due to the fact that the main criterion for assessing the decision is total pro# t, 
you should calculate its initial value by the following formula:

pro" t = 1 mln × (100 PLN - 60 PLN) - 30 000 000 PLN = 10 000 000 PLN

Exercise

To better demonstrate which of the four elements in' uencing pro# t is of 
the greatest importance, let us travel for a moment to an alternate dimen-
sion where fairies exist to ful# ll our every dream.

Your company is visited by a fairy godmother who says, “You have a 
unique opportunity to improve the results of your company. You can up-
grade one of the factors a$ ecting pro# t - I promise that it will not a$ ect 
other factors in any way4. What do you choose: to increase sales by 10%, 
increase prices by 10%, reduce variable costs by 10% or reduce # xed costs 
by 10%?”.

4 i.e. increasing sales will not make it necessary to reduce prices, and vice versa - increasing prices will not 
lead to decline in sales volume. Reducing costs will not have any e$ ect on the level of sales or price as well. 
" e real world of magic!

Leverage of pro" t Value

Price 100 PLN

Variable costs 60 PLN

Sales volume 1 000 000 units

Fixed costs 30 000 000 PLN
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We will make a decision based on simple calculations, which are presented 
in Table below.

" e structure of income a% er changing the leverage by 10% and leaving the 
other factors unchanged:

As can be seen from the calculations, price is the most important element of 
this simple pro# t equation. For most realistic revenue structures (assuming 
the price is higher than variable costs) the exercise above leads to the same 
conclusions. Situations in which the company incurs very high overhead 
costs at low or zero variable costs may be an exception.

Although the exercise above greatly simpli# es reality, it clearly exempli# es 
how extremely important price is. It should be noted that pro# t leverage 
works both ways. " is means that reducing prices by 10% can do much more 
harm to the total pro# t than a decline in volume by 10%. " is is well worth 
remembering in decision-making situations related to renegotiation of prices 
or the accountability of sales representatives for the execution of planned ac-
tivities. It o% en happens that the bonus remuneration for a sales representa-
tive who ful# lled a plan, but greatly reduced prices (and as a result earned less 
for the enterprise), is higher than the remuneration of a sales representative 
who defended the price and actually sold less, although, in reality, the com-
pany pro# ted more.

Leverage of pro" t Value A# er change Pro" t a# er change

Price 100 PLN 110 PLN 1 mln x 50 - 30 mln = 20 000 000 PLN

Variable costs 60 PLN 54 PLN 1 mln x 46 - 30 mln = 16 000 000 PLN

Sales volume 1 000 000 units 1 100 000 units 1,1 mln x 40 - 30 mln = 14 000 000 PLN

Fixed costs 30 000 000 PLN 27 000 000 PLN 1 mln x 40 - 27 mln = 13 000 000 PLN
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1.2 ! e power of value: o$ er customers what they want
by Maciej Kraus

Price is de# ned as a sum of money which a seller requires to exchange certain 
goods or services. It is the only revenue component of the basic marketing 
mix (others components in' uence the generation of costs) and therefore de-
serves special attention. " ere are concepts according to which price is al-
ways equal to the value of the product or service involved. Current theories 
which are closer to common practice state that if these two variables turn out 
to be the same, a transaction could not be made. For a customer, the value of 
the product must be at least slightly higher than its price - which allows both 
parties of a transaction to secure a mutual bene# t.

De# ning value is a di&  cult task as it is an abstract concept. Most o% en it is 
impossible to precisely determine the value of your product or service, be-
cause it is usually de# ned through comparisons to previous transactions.

" is is why we subconsciously compare previous transactions or products 
and relevant acquisition costs with the o$ er that we are considering, as we 
assess both the di$ erence in the estimated value of the product and its price.
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In what way are concepts of value and price related? On one hand, compa-
nies create value from the assortment f their non-price o$ ers, such as newer 
and better products, or a wider range of additional services, or enabling the 
completion of orders “ASAP”, or by focusing harder on customers’ needs. On 
the other hand, there is the price, which is the amount a consumer pays for 
the value delivered to him or her. " e higher the value, the higher the price 
may be.

Understanding the concept of the value of goods and services

" e value of goods and services can be explained well by the concept of three 
levels of a product5 (an outline of this concept is shown in Figure below). 
According to this method, each o$ er features three levels: the core, the actual 
product and the augmented product.

! ree levels of a product - outline of the concept

Value-price balance Value Price

5 " e concept of three levels of the product was taken from Principles of Marketing by Philip Kotler
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Components of value of a sample product (in this case juice), at the ac-
tual product level include: taste, appearance and functionality of the package, 
the contents of additional ingredients (vitamins, sweeteners, etc.) At an aug-
mented level, the components being compared include, among others, trust 
in the brand and certainty about the quality of the product purchased. Com-
parison of values of two di$ erent o$ ers featuring the same core (e.g. in rela-
tion to juice the core is to quench thirst) takes place at both the actual and 
augmented levels (i.e. on one hand, we compare the packaging, taste, trust in 
the brand etc., and on the other the price).

For a more complex product such as shoes, the core product o$ ered is the 
ability to walk independently anywhere you want (not hurting your feet etc.), 
and the actual product is a real, tangible pair of shoes of a certain brand, 
model, color etc. Features of an augmented shoe product may include pres-
tige, a feeling of safety, service reliability and so on.

! ree levels of product - car example
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" e concept of three values is suitable to be applied to both products and 
services. Value of a product can be created and strengthened at both the ac-
tual and augmented levels. " e key to proper development of the value of a 
product (or creation of other variants thereof) is to learn the expectations 
and preferences of end users. " e coming chapter titled Match your portfolio 
and prices of goods to the customers you are serving, has been dedicated to 
the customization and development of a product portfolio which will meet 
the needs of customers, and provide the company with outstanding results.

Value in B2C markets

How does the concept of three levels translate to estimating values of B2C 
products and services? At the # rst two levels, the evaluation of o$ ers takes 
place only within the comparison of prices of competitive o$ ers. If the con-
cept of a product covered just those two levels, di$ erence in prices of iden-
tical products existing in the market would not be well-founded. Eventually, 
the decision would be based solely on the price, and that in turn would result 
in a situation where selling items more expensive than the competition would 
be impossible. In conclusion, the third level in terms of B2C transactions 
constitutes justi# cation for the di$ erence in price (and this is due to disparity 
in the o$ ered value!).

" e third level of B2C sales can be formed by the following factors:

• " e possibility of placing custom orders or orders with a short 
  completion time;
• Timeliness and completion of delivery (suppliers o% en have problems  
  with this, so it can be a source of price premiums6 in many markets!);
• E$ ective consultancy and professional customer service;
• Availability of goods (especially in markets characterized by seasonality);
• Long-term good relations established by customer service (also, get-
  ting recipients accustomed to speci# c persons responsible for their 
  customer service);
• Favorable terms of payment and required securities;
• Diverse range of products.

6 Price premium shall mean an additional amount charged to the customer. Depending on the speci# cs of 
the situation, the price premium may be included in the basic price of a product or may be a separate item 
on the invoice (e.g. in the case of orders with shortened time of delivery the position “hastened delivery” 
can become a separate record).



ABC is a printing company operating mainly in the B2B market. Some of 
its clients are prestigious companies, which have brands known through-
out the world in their portfolios. Due to technological progress and the 
declining e$ ectiveness of existing machine facilities it became necessary 
to replace some of their presses with more e&  cient ones. " e CEO, to-
gether with the senior managers and top salespeople needed to make a 
decision concerning the technical speci# cations: of new machines. " ey 
can choose a machine that uses four colors, or a machine that uses six 
colors and provides slightly better print quality.

" e di$ erence in the price of the machines is substantial. To make the best 
decision in this situation we should consider whether the company will 
be able to ensure new pro# ts (i.e. whether it will be able to recover this 
additionally created value in sales) thanks to higher print quality. When 
we face the challenge of continuous price pressure, we can see that the 
cheaper machine becomes a tempting alternative. If we take into account 
that customers prefer prestigious companies which do not compromise 
on quality, the more expensive equipment may prove to be a better op-
tion. " e ABC company, knowing that better print quality would reduce 
the price pressure coming from customers, decided to purchase the more 
expensive device. " is allowed for maintaining long-term contact with 
the most pro# table customers and provided the opportunity to set better 
margins (i.e., obtain higher delivered value) and at the same time accept 
the loss of some of their less pro# table customers, who did not require 
such high quality.
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Obviously, the above list does not include all possible variants, yet it is im-
portant to know what customers value in a company beside the product or 
service itself, as these factors a$ ect the evaluation of an o$ er. For example, a 
timely, diligent supplier of various o&  ce supplies is of greater value to cus-
tomers than a supplier of paper only, whose shipment of goods is occasional-
ly delayed. An additional advantage of being the leading partner can be the 
opportunity to order all necessary items in one place (so-called one-stop 
shopping). Such a major supplier may then set their prices at a slightly higher 
level than their competitors.

! e concept of value in the context of business management

" e value of a product when theoretically converted to its sale price can be an 
important criterion when making strategic decisions for the company. " is is 
illustrated by the following case study.

7 Pro# t margin is de# ned as the percentage of the pro# t in the sale price. In the case of a product that is sold 
at 100 PLN and whose unit cost is 80 PLN (pro# t of 20 PLN) the margin is 20%.
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1.3 ! e best pricing methods or why using 
a single approach doesn’t work

by Maciej Kraus

Price is the most important component of an enterprise’s pro" t. ! e price 
of products and services should always be kept at optimal levels.

Cost-plus pricing

" e cost-plus pricing method involves applying a # xed mark-up to the cost of 
purchase (or production) of a given product or product group. " e existence 
of the so-called standard markup approach in the industry can be taken as a 
frequent prerequisite for applying this method.

Cost-plus pricing method
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Cost-plus pricing is common and is sometimes appropriate. " e following 
table shows the main advantages and disadvantages of its application.

Advantages and disadvantages of the cost-plus pricing method

Advantages Disadvantages

Ensures simple and quick solutions Does not include customer's tendency to make 
a purchase

Easy to implement Does not foresee actions of competitors

Ensures application of margin at costs ' uctuation Di&  cult to apply during price positioning

At a similar competition's cost structure it can 
lead to absence of price wars In general, adversely a$ ects company’s price image

Facilitates decision making and reduces the cost 
of the process with large assortment Does not use the full potential of pro# t

Simpli# es the calculation of price rebates Does not make use of marketing price 
mechanisms

Nonetheless, the simplicity of cost-plus pricing o% en proves unfavorable. " e 
moment costs change, the company using this mode of pricing faces a choice: 
to establish a new price according to a # xed percentage (or quota) markup 
and maintain a consistent, easy-to-manage structure with pricing policy or to 
leave the price at a # xed level.

When costs are declining, maintaining the old price allows for more pro-
# t. However, as costs of an increasing number of products in the portfolio 
change, a multitude of mark-ups start to create more and more problems for 
management.

Lowering the price by a percentage markup is associated with loss of pro# t 
in a situation where it should grow (reduction of costs is such an example). 
And what happens in a situation when costs increase? Here, making a deci-
sion presents a challenge because keeping prices at the same level leads to 
decreased pro# tability of the product and also disturbs the # xed markup as-
sumption. Whereas the price rise may meet with customers’ disapproval, we 
should expect that few customers will accept higher prices. As shown in the 
example, any change in costs makes this method a cause of loss for a company 
of its most important advantage - simplicity.
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Competition-based pricing

" e method involving price-# xing by reference to competition is also among 
the most commonly used and simplest methods. Its main advantages and 
disadvantages are presented in table below.

Advantages and disadvantages of competition-based pricing

Advantages Disadvantages

Relatively easy to implement Requires precise de# nition of pricing strategies 
used by competitors

Creates opportunity to implement main pricing 
strategies

It is di&  cult to apply it in relation to custom 
products that are di&  cult to compare

Lets companies adapt to the competition in terms 
of prices 

It cannot be applied in the case of new products 
(or does not create opportunities for e$ ective 
pricing)

Allows for basic creation of price image Not related to costs

Does not allow the company to build its own 
pricing strategy

Cost-plus pricing method: pricing decisions and their consequences 
associated with changing costs
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Frequently companies decide to set the price at the exact level as their com-
petition or maintain a constant quota or percentage distance (behavior de-
scribed as competition-based indexing8). In practice, the most common 
indexes are equal to or less than 1, however, rarely does maintaining such 
indicators remain bene# cial for the market. It may happen that our main 
competitor will also maintain a price index below 1 in relation to our prices, 
which in turn will result in a price war. " is situation is illustrated by the 
following graphics.

Reactions of prices in two companies indexing each other’s prices below 1

8 For instance, if a company has adopted an index of 0.95 to competition price for the product, it means 
that it will strive to continuously reduce the price of this product by 5% compared to the price of a com-
petitor against which such an index was adopted.

Indexing is not always a bad solution. If the calculated index has strong pre-
requisites, a strategy based on this method can contribute to signi# cant suc-
cess. " e correct approach to pricing using indexes should take into account 
the entire value supplied by the enterprise and compare it to a competitive 
o$ er, which constitutes a base to which we want to apply the index. " is pro-
cess should have three stages:

1. De# nition of price positioning against the competition (on the basis of 
  supplied value);
2. Analysis of prices of competing products;
3. Setting the price of the product, taking into account price positioning 
  and competition prices.
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To summarize - if we believe that our company provides a value greater than 
that provided by a competitor, the index should exceed 1; in the reverse si-
tuation an index below 1 should be considered. It is worth mentioning that 
there are tools that let us determine the correct index very accurately. Note: 
it is important to make sure before implementing an index below 1 (e.g. by 
analyzing historical market data) that competition does not base its pricing 
strategy on this index - that way we will avoid a chain reaction.

Competition-based pricing: the problem with reliability of information

When going through the three-step process of competition-based pricing, 
de# ning the price positioning is not the biggest problem, as in fact accurate 
and reliable determination of the competition’s prices is more di&  cult. In many 
markets competitors’ price lists are not publicly disclosed (or only the price lists 
for B2C transactions are made public) and the only source of knowledge about 
their net prices usually come from information provided by customers during 
negotiations. However, this data is frequently incomplete, i.e., it may relate to 
a similar, but di$ erent model or a product that has been sold at a lower price 
due to its revealed defects) or simply untrue (negotiators may resort to such 
methods in order to get a lower price). " is leads to situations where company 
sales forces have a wrong idea of the value of transactions in the market, which 
eventually translates to underestimated price, even if the price index was set 
correctly.

Comparison of prices at which transactions are actually concluded on the 
market and the prices at which transactions  are concluded on the market 

according to sales representatives of the studied company (anonymous data)
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Value-based pricing

Price and value are very similar categories - in fact they are so similar that 
some people do not notice the di$ erence between them. A large number of 
consumers equate price with the information about the potential value of the 
product. " is applies particularly to products bought occasionally - in such 
cases the price o% en (but not always) becomes the most reliable source of in-
formation for customers about the quality of a commodity (a good example 
of this type of product is wine).

" anks to this phenomenon we can try to explain why two baseball caps - 
one for 10 PLN, the other for 150 PLN - having exactly the same function 
and a very similar appearance o% en sell equally well. Herein lies the problem: 
we all know how much (more or less) a baseball cap should cost. But for 
some customer groups, a much higher price for one of the caps will indeed 
suggest it must be of better quality. However, in order to fully understand this 
phenomenon, we should refer to the concept of value-based pricing. Regard-
ing value-based pricing, we will # rst try to understand the factors (features, 
parameters) for which customers pay when they buy something, and in the 
second step assign speci# c numerical values to these factors9.

9 Numerical values are assigned to speci# c factors from the actual product and the augmented product 
levels; " is concept is discussed in chapter Sell value, not the product.
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How does this relate to reality? Above we see two caps. " eir value in use is 
al- most identical. If we were to apply value-based pricing, we would # nd 
that the fashio- nable design and logo of Adidas are worth about 140 PLN. 
Comparisons with other baseball caps would let us estimate the value of each 
of these factors quite accurately. However, the tasks we frequently face in the 
market are not so simple because information on prices tends to be classi# ed, 
and there are dozens of di$ erentiating factors involved. Or customers may 
simply be unable to understand the added value of the presented o$ er (and 
during negotiations refer to prices contained in the “inferior” competitive 
o$ ers). Value-based pricing requires time, research and experience, but if the 
market and the business model of the company justify its use, it is de# ni-
tely worth using. We should emphasize that there is no optimal, single price 
for each customer - everyone perceives the value of features of a product or 
service di$ erently. In practice, this means that during value-based pricing 
we try to match the price to a speci# c group of customers that will prove to 
be the most pro# table. Sometimes, while shopping we happen to encounter 
products which in our opinion no one would ever buy. " ey amuse us with 
their non-standard, sometimes even strange patterns or solutions o$ ered. Of-
ten we are surprised by the high prices of such products, but they provide a 
perfect illustration of value-based pricing because their unique features are 
noticed and appreciated by niche customers10.

10 " e issue of segmentation and matching products to customer segments is discussed in the chapter 
‘Match your portfolio and prices of goods to the customers you are serving’

Ordinary Baseball cap (9,90 PLN) and Adidas baseball cap (149 PLN)
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Value-based pricing has many advantages:

1. First of all, it provides the company with information about customer’s 
  actual inclination to buy - especially when it comes to unusual elements 
  of the portfolio which appeal primarily to a very limited target group.

2. It helps to improve the quality of a product, as some negative features 
  may reduce its total value. However, through the ongoing study of 
  values, we can counteract this as we receive information about any 
  undesirable characteristics of the product.

3. It promotes the growth of customer satisfaction and engagement 
  through market research, a tool o% en used during value-based pricing. 
  Customers, who have the opportunity to comment on the characteristics 
  of products usually react positively to the opportunity to become 
  involved in a product’s marketing.

Of course, this approach to pricing also has some drawbacks. First, this meth-
od is time-consuming and requires more # nancing than other available tools. 
Second, we must remember that, as with any method of pricing, valuations 
need to be regularly updated. And the o% en unavoidable costs of such re-
search points out a key disadvantage inherent in Value-based pricing.

Introducing Demand-Based Pricing

Not all products react to a new price in the same way. For some products, a 
change in price may hardly have a signi# cant impact on its demand and sales 
volume. In contrast, for another product, even a slightly changed price may 
turn the demand upside down.

SKUs in a retailer’s portfolio are not just numbers or codes that can be treat-
ed in the same way. Every product has its speci# c identity which is de# ned 
by the number of parameters. And price elasticity of demand is one of the 
crucial characteristics underlying the product role, performance, and sales 
potential.
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Let’s forget for a moment that the impact of price on the demand is non-
linear supposing it is. What do charts on the screen show? " ese are the three 
categories with real sales data: irons, electric kettles, and TV sets. " e mean 

Prices a$ ect all sales KPIs:

Revenue = sum (selling price*number of items sold)
Gross pro" t = sum (selling price-cost)*number of items sold)

Demand (sales in items) is elastic to price changes (reacts to prices)

Conclusion: everyone wants to know the optimal prices.

Being aware of price elasticities of demand and an ability to manage them 
properly is crucial for businesses willing to leverage optimal prices so they 
can keep customers loyal while achieving business goals.

What is price elasticity of demand?

Let’s look at the de# nition of price elasticity of demand again. " at is the 
correlation between the change in the demanded quantity of a product and a 
change in its price.

" is de# nition appears to be rather simple, yet when it comes to practice, the 
concept of price elasticity of demand may turn out to be full of uncertainties 
and rabbit holes. An examination of three simpli# ed examples showcasing 
di$ erent types of elasticity may help to understand the concept profoundly.

Prices’ impact on KPIs
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value of each curve marks the current price. So, the impact of price appears 
to be direct and evident if we consider the number of items sold within each 
category. And that’s the point: the lower the price is, the more items are sold 
and vice versa.

But the highest number of items sold is not the ultimate goal the business 
may want to achieve. Managers strive to increase revenue and gain more 
pro# t, right? Eventually, even though sales react to a price change in the same 
way on average, i.e. the price elasticity has negative coe&  cients, the slope is 
signi# cantly di$ erent in every single case.

! e “impermeability of the future” problem

If we assume that revenue is now the key metric and multiply the price by the 
number of products, we may get three fundamentally di$ erent situations per 
every product.

In the case of irons, the maximum revenue is gained a% er the price is in-
creased by 100 currency units. If the price continues to increase, the revenue 
would decrease. Reducing the price would have the same e$ ect. " at’s how 
we’ve found the optimal price point.

! e problem is “impermeability of the future”

Demand reaction to price changes:

non-linear 

asynchronous

multifaceted

distorted by the other factors
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Now, the second case. It seems to be similar to the # rst one. Still, if we’d multi-
ply the change in the price by the di$ erence in the projected number of items 
sold, we’d get the maximum revenue with the price reduced by 50 units. If the 
price is decreased, the revenue drops and vice versa. Here is the optimum; we 
can see it with the naked eye.

And the third case: TV sets. We multiply the number of items by the change 
in price and what we get is that the revenue drops in case of both price in-
crease and decrease.

If the business reached the plateau stage, it would most likely have to deal 
with the law of large numbers. Especially if it sells the products of mass con-
sumption. What it means is that changing any variable by two or three per-
cent would bring a tangible e$ ect on total revenue. " e e$ ect stems from the 
fact that large groups of buyers need such products.

Now, let’s complicate our examples and get a little closer to real-life cases. 
" at’s when the complexity of price elasticities of demand comes into play.
 
With a linear reaction, we can imagine the proportionality of changes in pri-
ces and demand. In the non-linear response to a price change, the so-called 
price thresholds can make the demand go crazy.

Linear reaction of demand

Reaching a threshold means that the demand begins to either increase sharp-
ly or fall drastically. But unfortunately, it’s not that easy just to sit down and 
calculate the reaction of demand to price changes.
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Firstly, the reaction of demand is non-linear. " at means that, for example, if 
the price rises by 5%, sales can drop by 3%. Or when the price is increased by 
20%, a 40% drop in sales might happen. " ere are no limits for the di$ erence 
and that might become a problem for a business.

Nonlinear reaction to demand

Secondly, demand response to the price change is multifaceted. It includes 
the impact of the price indicated on the price tag; the e$ ect of how the price 
tag works in the context of other prices; the in' uence of the products by 
which the buyer compares prices, etc.

So, the price itself is not a single factor that a$ ects sales, but a whole set of 
factors.

" irdly, the response of demand is asynchronous. It means that the new price 
cannot work immediately a% er it is displayed because of a so-called buying 
cycle. Imagine, it lasts three months for a particular product.

During the # rst week a% er the price is changed, it will be noticed by only one-
tenth of the buyers. " en, another one-tenth of buyers will mark it in the next 
two weeks and so on. And it means that a price impact would change during 
the entire period of three months before it is stabilized.
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And # nally, the reaction is distorted by other non-pricing factors. It means 
that if two elements are changed at the same time (for example, a price is in-
creased and an advertisement campaign is launched), they can neutralize the 
impact of each other.

For instance, advertising can lead to positive changes, while price increase 
can lead to negative ones.

One of the ways to gain more control is by understanding the concept of price 
elasticity and calculating products’ own and cross elasticities properly.

! e methodology of linear regression or how to calculate price elasticity 
of demand

Before speaking of the right methodology to calculating price elasticity of 
demand, let’s look at one common mistake that many managers make when 
they have to evaluate a price elasticity of demand. If you search for a price 
elasticity formula on the Internet, you may # nd a basic formula that suggests 
# nding price elasticity by dividing the change in quantity demanded by the 
change in price.

Price elasticity calculation mistake

Change in Quantity Demanded
Change in PricePE =

" is formula might be good to explain and illustrate the general principle 
behind the price elasticity concept, but using it practically in real life can be 
misleading and even harmful to the business. " e reason is that it does not 
take into account many additional factors and parameters that have to be 
considered while calculating price elasticity.
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Hopefully, there are more reliable ways to calculate elasticity. " e methodolo-
gy of linear regression is one of those. " e linear regression method is used to 
build a representation of how changes in an independent variable, e.g. prices, 
relate to changes in a dependent variable, e.g. items sold.

In order to calculate the price elasticities of demand using the method of 
linear regression, the business has to have records of at least several price 
changes and their sales # gures for a particular period of time. Of course, the 
more historical data is available, the more accurate the representation and 
# nal results will be.

" e image below shows examples of how the di$ erent types of correlations 
between a price change and sales might look a% er applying the linear regres-
sion method.

Regression based on historical data analysis

Linear regression is a rather a$ ordable methodology as a regression graph 
can be built even in an Excel spreadsheet. However, the portfolio size may 
turn out to be a limitation for the method’s manual use. Building a graph 
for a dozen products is not a problem. But for a portfolio with hundreds or 
thousands of SKUs, the human-centric manual calculations of price elastic-
ity might become a signi# cant challenge. If all these calculations fall on the 
shoulders of pricing managers, they could hardly # nd enough time to fo-
cus on strategic business tasks. " is is where tech-driven price optimization 
comes in handy.
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Demand-based price optimization: League A of Pricing

Businesses cannot e$ ectively manage price elasticities on the portfolio level 
by relying on traditional pricing approaches. Maybe, except for the case when 
there are only a few SKUs o$ ered in the assortment.

However, even in such a case, the manual calculations may turn out to be a 
rather risky approach because the roles of products in the assortment tend 
to change. Simply put, the product which had inelastic demand yesterday 
may today become remarkably vulnerable to any price changes because of the 
changing consumer behavior or new similar products introduced to the mar-
ket. Even more, in their reaction to demand, the products are not self-su&  -
cient. Each SKU not only has its own elasticity but there are also more or less 
explicit cross-dependencies with the demand for other SKUs in the portfolio.

" e advanced technology powered by the latest AI and ML algorithms are 
capable of constantly recalculating billions of possible price combinations 
based on each product’s own and cross-elasticities. " is approach is used for 
demand-based price optimization.
 
Advanced demand-based pricing engines are powered with neural networks 
measuring products’ own price elasticity and cross-elasticities to ensure that 
goals on both the product and the category level are achieved.

Remember the linear regression method to calculate price elasticities? Now, 
imagine an engine capable of building such a regression for hundreds and 
thousands of products simultaneously with the results being recalculated 
right a% er new data is added or any factor impacting demand is changed.

Such algorithms can be applied to separate assortment groups, which allows 
parallelization and scalability.

" e accuracy of every recommendation is achieved through context-depend-
ent price elasticities and a high-performance solver capable of shovelling 
through billions of possible price combinations to # nd the right one.
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" e pricing solutions powered by the latest-generation neural network en-
sure the integrity of results with the price e$ ect prediction accuracy of 90% 
and above.

" e high accuracy of the result is secured while the algorithms recalculate 
and consider not only the elasticities of demand but also dozens of other 
pricing and non-pricing factors, e.g. weather, promo, competitors’ prices, etc.

In contrast, a manager who sets the prices manually can consider no more 
than three di$ erent factors at once. " at’s why demand-based price optimi-
zation is the League A of Pricing.

Pricing new products and services based on substitutes

Substitute-based pricing works best when we are dealing with new products. 
" is method is particularly useful during valuation of so% ware and services. 
It is characterized by simplicity, a high degree of accuracy and low cost. " is 
pricing method is illustrated by the following steps:

1. Identi" cation of the best substitutes for the product under consider-
  ation. In the sphere of innovative services, certain tasks or activities are 
  o% en performed manually or using less advanced technologies. For ex-
  ample, if a new product or technology allows for reduction of produc-
  tion costs, the alternative is to incur additional costs associated with 
  ine&  ciencies.

Algorithmic pricing
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2. Valuation of identi" ed substitutes. If human labor is an alternative, the 
  working hours of an expert can be included during pricing, and in the 
  pursuit of reducing ine&  ciencies, the resultant costs should be subject 
  to pricing.

3. Determining the direction of pricing in relation to prices previous-
  ly developed. It should be objectively assessed whether a new service or 
  product should be more expensive or cheaper than the most similar 
  substitutes. " e direction “up” (i.e. more expensive) should be applied 
  when a new service (or a product) provides additional bene# ts which 
  substitutes don’t o$ er. " e direction “down” (i.e. cheaper) o% en turns 
  out to be bene# cial in the case of new technologies that allow manage-
  ment to limit losses or optimize certain processes. " en the lower price 
  justi# es the use of the priced product i.e., if new technology reduces 
  losses by 5%, it is reasonable to price a product or service below the 
  reduced losses value, so the choice between innovation and the status 
  quo would not be indi$ erent to customers.

4. Inclusion of additional items related to the business environment.
  A% er determining the price range, the surrounding business environ
  ment of the product should be studied. In some situations it would be 
  better to move towards the lower limit of pricing, while in others to-
  wards the upper limit. To make the best decision, we should answer 
  several key questions:

• Can the competition # nd ways to copy our new products (or servic-
 es) quickly? " e quicker our potential competitors are able to 
 achieve this, the more we should lean towards lower pricing, to cre-
 ate a pro# tability barrier.

• How much time does the competition need to duplicate our pro- 
 duct? " e answer to this question will let us adjust the price de-
 velopment plan more accurately. " e more time competition needs 
 to introduce an alternative solution, the longer we can apply price 
 skimming (i.e. maintain high prices in the early stages of a product’s 
 life cycle).
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• How much is the target group of customers accustomed to existing 
 solutions? Will potential customers relate favorably to an upco- 
 ming modi# cation? " e greater the attachment and the lower the 
 propensity to change, the more we should lean towards the lower 
 limit of pricing.

• What role will the new product play in our customers’ value chain?
 " e greater the signi# cance in the value chain (e.g. new service can 
 signi# cantly increase the quality of the main elements in a client’s 
 portfolio), the higher we can set the price.

• What is the plan for product development? Will it be possible in the 
 future to charge additional fees for extra features? If the product 
 is  to be improved in future and we expect to charge such additional 
 fees, we can a$ ord a slightly lower pricing now, in order to grow our 
 customer base during the initial phase of the product’s life cycle.

• What are the exit (resignation) costs of our product a% er purchase? 
 Are potential customers aware of them? For example, if the new ser-
 vice consisted in the collection, storage and analysis of sensitive 
 data, the costs of resignation could be theoretically very high. " e 
 higher the costs resulting from the resignation (a% er purchase), the 
 lower we should set the price. Once the product is on the market we 
 must adopt a strategy of dynamic expansion of the customer base 
 and lower price can certainly facilitate this.

• What are the other circumstances? Due to the fact that any pricing 
 method for new products takes place in di$ erent business condi-
 tions, we should take into account as many factors that might justify 
 price moves within a # xed price range as much as possible. A good 
 starting point is a long-term strategy coupled with setting the objec-
 tives which we want to achieve by placing the product on the market.

! e best pricing method

" e best method of setting and adjusting prices is one that takes into account 
all key assumptions of each of the three primary methods (i.e. cost-plus pric-
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ing, competition-based pricing and pricing based on value). It should be kept 
in mind that a universal, totally correct distribution of each method’s weight 
(i.e., the degree of each method’s impact on the # nal price) does not exist. It 
will always depend on the individual situation. To ensure optimal prices for 
every product (or in the case of an extensive portfolio, at least for each prod-
uct category), the signi# cance of the individual sources of price information 
should be adjusted.

It is very important to remember that pricing cannot be a one-o$  exercise. 
To improve the pricing policy, we must continually review our approach, 
eliminate and/or reduce the signi# cance of some of the price-forming fac-
tors present in the pricing process. For example, a% er the introduction of an 
innovative product it would seem very reasonable to reduce the price-form-
ing factor related to competition) We should also add and/or increase the 
relevance of other factors, which due to market changes are becoming more 
essential (e.g. increasing the component related to competition when more 
competitive enterprises begin to operate).

Reaching the proper method is closely related to the basic model, which takes 
into account all three ways of pricing. In a nutshell: our # rst step should be 
to determine the mark-up (cost-plus method), which will provide us with 
pro# tability. As a second step, we should compare its value with competi-
tive o$ ers to assess the chances of implementing the proposed price. " en, 
value-based pricing comes into consideration because in most cases it is a 
mistake to refer only to the price o$ ered by competitors and skip all the addi-
tional issues a$ ecting the value of a product or a service.
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1.4 Do not give money away for any reason: introducing price ladders
by Maciej Kraus

Determination of optimum price is only the # rst step to success. " is process 
is obviously something completely di$ erent from the enforcement and im-
plementation of prices. For B2C that is most o% en re' ected in negotiations 
with vendors and distributors. When determining price, we can make use of 
complex methodologies, market research and econometrics to arrive at the 
best solutions.

A% erwards, the responsibility of the seller is to sell a product for a certain 
price - and o% en that stage turns out to be much harder. You can even venture 
to say that in most cases, selling products at prices included in price list in the 
# eld of B2B sales is not complied with. " erefore, during the pricing process 
we should also take into account the e$ ective price, namely, one that will 
be valid in real terms. Very o% en, too little attention is devoted to this area, 
resulting in an ine$ ective sale (i.e. one that could have been implemented at 
a higher price).

" ere are a few basic reasons why we don’t achieve # nal prices at a satisfacto-
ry level (and thus lose pro# ts):

1. Negotiators’ lack of conviction concerning the legitimacy of the tar-
  get price. " is factor is mentioned # rst for a reason. A situation, in 
  which a sales representative attempts to negotiate a price which he feels is 
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  exorbitant, can be compared to an attempt to convince our friends to watch 
  a movie that we had already watched - but didn’t like! For this reason, 
  it is always worth justifying proposed prices (“why does it cost so 
  much?”) and ensure that those responsible for its later negotiation are 
  convinced that it is legitimate. If possible, negotiators themselves 
  should participate in the process of setting prices, as this can reinforce 
  their commitment and certainty as to the validity of arrangements.
 
2. Inadequate incentive schemes for negotiators or lack thereof. If a ne-
  gotiator doesn’t achieve additional bene# ts from well-conducted ne
  gotiations (i.e. from obtaining favorable prices for the company), he 
  will quite possibly no longer care about the pursuit of optimal con-
  ditions for the transaction. Today, such situations do not happen o% en 
  as sales managers realize how important motivating factors are (both # 
  nancial and non-# nancial) for sales representatives’ productivity. A 
  much more common problem that a$ ects the quality of negotiated 
  prices is an ine$ ective incentive scheme. We should keep in mind that 
  remuneration is of greatest importance for sales department personnel. 
  If this is determined on the basis of the incentive scheme, negotiators 
  will # rst pursue assignments which generate attractive earnings with 
  little e$ ort (i.e. the strategy of reaching for low-hanging fruit).

Of course, in some business circumstances or during implementation of a 
long-term strategy, the situations in which the volume of sales is more impor-
tant than the pro# t generated might actually be desirable. More information 
about the structure of incentive schemes can be found in the chapter Moti-
vate your sales department properly.

Example

Negotiator’s remuneration is calculated primarily on the basis of obtained 
sales volume and to a lesser extent on total generated pro" t. So will a nego-
tiator seek to set the highest prices possible (to ensure high pro" ts) during 
talks with a customer or instead maximize the volume of the order (which 
at a low selling price doesn’t always provide the desired level of pro" t)?
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3. ! e complexity of negotiated contracts (orders). If a single transaction 
 concerns a number of di$ erent products and services, many of them o% en 
 fail to reach the anticipated prices. Before negotiations of this sort, it is 
 good to identify the priorities of the company (i.e., which products are 
 most pro# table, which are most important for us and which are less sig
 ni# cant). " en, we can judge when we can a$ ord to make a compromise 
 and when not. We can also try to predict what might be essential for the 
 company with which we are about to contract (e.g., which components 
 would the contractor rather not give up? Are there any components of the 
 contract which play a very important role for the other party and which 
 can be implemented at a low cost?).

Apparently, setting an optimum price is just the beginning. We should also 
take care of the e$ ective price, namely, the one that becomes valid “at the end 
of the day”. " e # rst step to a more structured, e$ ective price management 
is the creation of a so-called “price ladder” for each product (in an ideal situa-
tion individually for each of the negotiated sales) in order to limit possible 
price movements and clearly de# ne priorities.

Sample price ladder - setting priorities and 
border points in price negotiations

It is worth using tools such as the price ladder for many reasons – for in-
stance, in order to avoid the frequently encountered phenomenon of the so-
called attraction to “round” prices (or value discounts). Observations show 
that rounding o$  discount values for the bene# t of the buyer is a frequent 
trend (regardless of how it is expressed: percentage or # xed amount), which 
in each case results in a signi# cant drop in pro# ts for the company.
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" e following example shows a study carried out through a consultancy pro-
ject, which was aimed at increasing sales e$ ectiveness. " e graph displays 
how o% en discounts at a given level were granted. " ere is a clear tendency 
to round o$  discounts by multiples of 5%. " is situation is o% en the conse-
quence of a lack of speci# c rules for discounting (lack of a price ladder) or 
a defectively constructed incentive scheme (traders do not care about every 
percentage point of the margin - they don’t # ght for another good perfor-
mance, because it doesn’t entail additional remuneration).

Reactions of prices in two companies 
indexing each other’s prices below 1

Example

During trade negotiations one of ABC’s customers is inquiring about the 
possibility of obtaining a discount of 6%. $ e recipient buys goods from the 
assortment group, for which margins of 16% have been established inter-
nally.

Granting discounts for “free” is the main reason behind loss of pro" ts in 
enterprises. A good negotiator will try to get something in return for his 
concessions. Suppose that in the case of a transaction with ABC’s customer 
we simply want to maintain our planned level of pro" t. As a counterpro-
posal we suggest an increased order (to compensate for the reduced pro" t).

A% er calculations it appears that in order to maintain the output level of 
pro" t for this transaction, the buyer would have to agree to an order 60% 
higher than planned!
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Discounts, even seemingly small ones, greatly a$ ect the pro# tability of each 
sale. Not everyone is aware of this, because to some extent discounts hide 
their direct links with income from the seller. " is is because they are calcu-
lated on the selling price and not on the pro# t from the sale. " e seller o% en 
falls into the mental trap of “well the markup is 20%, so a 6% discount is 
bearable.” Without accurate calculations such a discount may seem accept-
able, but it is worth noting that when we give a discount of 6% at a mark-up 
of 20%, we reduce the margin on sales by more than one-third!
 

! e impact of discounts on sales pro" tability - 
what should be the negotiator’s counter-proposal?

" e table above is an illustration of simple mathematical calculations. " e 
given equation allows us to calculate how much the percent of sales would 
have to increase to achieve the same pro# t, if the pro# t margin is x and the 
discount is the value of y:

pro" t = Q × (P - V) - F
y – discount (w %)
x – pro# t margin (w %
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We o$ er a discount at... 

2% 4% 6% 8% 10% 12% 14% 16% 18% 20%

2%

4% 100%

6% 50% 200%

8% 33% 100% 300%

10% 25% 67% 150% 400%

12% 20% 50% 100% 200% 500%

14% 17% 40% 75% 133% 250% 600%

16% 14% 33% 60% 100% 167% 300% 700%

18% 13% 29% 50% 80% 125% 200% 350% 800%

20% 11% 25% 43% 67% 100% 150% 233% 400% 900%

If our margin is at 10% and the 
discount o$ ered - 6%, then we 
must sell 150% more to achieve 
the same pro# t
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1.5 Manage portfolio and set prices based on your customer pro" le
by Maciej Kraus

In an ideal situation allowing the company to maximize pro# t, it sells its 
products and services to each customer at the maximum price that they are 
willing to pay. Of course, we assume here that we trade only with customers 
who guarantee pro# ts.

Ideal pricing - to maximize pro" t by di# erentiating 
the prices for each customer

Seller

Customer A

Customer B

Customer C
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Unfortunately, in actual practice such a situation is not always possible. But 
you can take action aimed at getting as close as possible to the optimum. " e 
most e$ ective way to achieve this goal turns out to be customer segmentation.

Segmentation consists of dividing a customer base into separate groups. " ey 
will vary in terms of characteristics according to how the segmentation was 
conducted. For example, if segmentation is conducted on the basis of prefer-
ences, regarding the color of a product, then color constitutes the di$ erence 
between the segments.

Sample result of customer segmentation carried out 
on the basis of a given feature

From the point of view of price policy, each customer segmentation should 
be supplemented with an element of price sensitivity (or propensity to pay). 
" is is important because you can determine which segment will spend more 
on a product and which will spend less. Segmentation carried out in this way 
will draw many valuable conclusions concerning the product portfolio.

Sample result of customer segmentation carried out 
on the basis of a given feature and willingness to pay11

Segment 1. 2. 3. 4.

% of total 13% 28% 34% 25%

Preferred colors Only light shades 
of blue and green

Only dark, 
expressive colors: 
red, black, navy, 
purple

Warm, friendly 
colors: yellow, 
orange, brown

Color of a 
product is of 
little importance/
irrelevant

Segment 1. 2. 3. 4.

% of total 13% 28% 34% 25%

Preferred colors Only light shades 
of blue and green

Only dark, 
expressive colors: 
red, black, navy, 
purple

Warm, friendly 
colors: yellow, 
orange, brown

Color of a 
product is of 
little importance/
irrelevant

Propensity to pay Moderately high 
(up to 20 PLN)

Very high (even 
up to 40 PLN)

Average (approx. 
10-15 PLN)

Very low - 
segment looking 
for the cheapest 
o$ er

11 For the purposes of the exercise it can be assumed that one copy of a product costs about 10 PLN 
regardless of colour.
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Segmentation conducted this way greatly facilitates making a decision on 
price di$ erentiation i.e., products of distinct colors can be sold at much high-
er prices than others. You can also a$ ord a small price increase of copies in 
shades of blue and green. Other colors will be selected by people who are 
looking for the cheapest o$ er.

What is important is that such segmentation also give us clues as to which 
products are best included in promotions or price reductions. Of course, 
shades not preferred by groups willing to pay more should be selected. A 
person who attaches great importance to a speci# c color (e.g. to red), will 
make the purchase whether an item will be at a promotional price or not. 
So from the point of view of sales promotion, it is best to lower the price of 
the products in colors which play an important role for customers with high 
price sensitivity (and/or low propensity to pay).

Selecting criteria for customer segmentation

" e key to segmentation, which will provide valuable knowledge that can 
be utilized in the optimization of both portfolio and prices, is an appropri-
ate selection of parameters. Currently, demographic characteristics (in the 
case of B2C businesses) or information about the industry/client’s sector are 
considered the most common parameters for segmentation. " is approach 
is correct, although segmentation relating to consumer preferences (B2C) or 
the needs of the recipient (B2B) usually provides more detailed data about 
clients and allows us to make better decisions. Moreover, this approach to 
segmentation limits potential mistakes.

Example

Segmentation based on demographic characteristics o% en comes in handy, 
however, it does not provide us with complete knowledge about the speci" c 
needs of individual customers. By drawing conclusions from such segmen-
tation, we run the risk of making decisions which might be erroneous. $ is 
results from the fact that consumers belonging to a homogeneous demo-
graphic segment will not always be characterized by homogeneous product 
needs or preferences.
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Example of customer segmentation in B2C business

We should begin segmentation by de# ning criteria. To di$ erentiate the seg-
ments according to customer needs, we should consider what the speci# c 
elements of the value of our product or services are, and which needs our 
o$ er ful# lls. We should remember that, thanks to segmentation, we try to 
isolate groups which di$ er from one another, so there is no need to be limited 
only to the main need (because it will be the same for each of our customers) 
which is met by the product’s core12. Functions of segmentation criteria per-
form well by individual qualities of cooperation (and their hierarchy of im-
portance), which are encompassed by the augmented product - for example:

• " e possibility of placing custom orders or those with a short
  completion time;
• " e timeliness and completion of delivery (suppliers o% en have 
  problem with this, so it can be a source of price premiums in 
  many markets!);
• E$ ective consultancy and professional customer service;
• Availability of goods (especially in markets characterized by seasonality);
• Long-term good relations established by the commercial department;
• Favorable terms of payment and required securities;
• Diverse range of products (if clients do not have to place orders 
  with many di$ erent suppliers, it is very likely to obtain a price premium 
  from them).

Segmentation based on demographic characteristics 
can lead to errors

• Born in 1948
• raised in Great Britain
• married
• two children
• rich and famous
• lives in a palace

12 " e concept of product value levels is presented in the chapter Sell value, not the product.
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" e example shown in the chart above illustrates segmentation for which 
selected criterion was the prioritization of the various features of the com-
pany’s o$ erings. A single series in the chart represents one segment and the 
signi# cance of certain factors. In this exercise, four separate groups were dis-
tinguished, each of them signi# cantly di$ erent by priority of individual charac-
teristics. " e criteria that proved to be the main distinguishing features of 
individual segments are as follows:

• " e speed of the order completion;
• Technical support;
• " e possibility of placing small orders;
• Late payments;
• Price (the importance of price or price sensitivity should always be 
  taken into account as an element describing the customer segment).

" e knowledge that comes from this segmentation, despite small inter-seg-
ment di$ erences in the signi# cance of price, can lead to development (opti-
mization) of a company’s o$ er. For example:

• Introduction of an additional paid option to place an order which is 
  to be completed on the next working day;
• Introduction of an additional paid support channel available in 
  addition to standard working hours;
• Lowering the logistics minimum for select customers.

An example of customer segmentation carried out according to the 
importance of individual elements of cooperation: four segments were 

distinguished signi" cantly di# erent in terms of needs
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1.6 Pricing data: the secret weapon to build a competitive advantage
by Maciej Kraus and Łukasz Pawlaczyk

Setting Price in Marketing

Any company involved in the exchange of goods works each day on the val-
uation of the products they o$ er - regardless of the # nal shape of the o$ ered 
services or goods - and in the end, the customer is informed of their product 
prices.

Due to its informative nature, the price as part of a trade has a function simi-
lar to that of other marketing activities undertaken by a business.13 However, 
it di$ ers signi# cantly from those by generating income, which in the case of 
the other components of the marketing mix doesn’t happen directly.14 Other 
factors can only indirectly in' uence the outcome of a sale).

Pricing strategy should be closely linked to the principal elements of market-
ing employed by a business, which means that it is desirable to maintain the 
relationship of pricing to:

•  Product;
•  Brand;
•  Message;
•  Distribution.

13 L. Garbarski, I. Rutkowski, W. Wrzosek, Marketing, Polskie Wydawnictwo Ekonomiczne, 
Warsaw 2006, p. 350.
14 P. Kotler, Marketing Management: Analysis, Planning, Implementation, and Control, editor of the Polish 
edition M. Belka, Felberg, Warsaw 1999, p. 348.
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Product price primarily acts as a source of income and takes the form of 
compensation for expenses incurred both for manufacturing an item and its 
ongoing maintenance in the market.

All businesses aim at increasing the size of the di$ erence between the cost 
of bringing a product to market and its # nal price15. So the determination of 
appropriate price levels is one of the key tasks facing company management.

Establishing prices requires a thorough analysis of information - both infor-
mation which an organization has readily available, as well as information 
which must be obtained in a commercial manner.

In addition to having data and competencies to determine prices appropri-
ately, it is extremely important to also obtain knowledge about the activities 
of competitors, along with the opinion of end-users of the product or service.

Making appropriate use of information gathered within an organization 
and linking this information to current external market information (which 
knowledge results from studying the peculiar characteristics of consumers 
and competitors) makes working on product pricing more measurable. It 
also aids us by taking into account important variables that can a$ ect the 
reception of our o$ ers.

" e next section of this chapter focuses on market research and its practical 
application at work concerning the price of products.

Relationship of price to the 
components of marketing 
activities Product

Brand Message

Distribution

PRICE

15 L. Garbarski, I. Rutkowski, W. Wrzosek, op. cit., p. 352
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Market research methods used in product pricing

In order to obtain the information necessary to determining product prices, 
it may be necessary to conduct market research. Before we get into details 
of research work, let’s describe the research process itself and characterize 
di$ erent types of market research. " e research process begins when we re-
cognize the need to obtain speci# c knowledge, via a series of product pricing 
questions.

" is moment of recognition is considered crucial to the whole pricing pro-
cess, because it determines all subsequent steps. " is is why it is worth # rst 
considering just what we expect to learn. Once obtained, which information 
will be the most important in making correct business decisions.

Once we see the need to conduct market research and identify what speci# c 
information we are seeking. We can move on to the selection of an approp-
riate research method and adapt it to our company’s expectations.

For studies regarding price range, both quantitative and qualitative me-
thods should be considered primarily, in conjunction with price list methods, 
which are essential in making key business decisions. " e ability to subject 
prices to mathematical analysis and to their market properties make quanti-
tative methods and price lists the most o% en used methods of research into 
product pricing.

Quantitative methods are used when the questions relate to identifying the 
scale of the phenomenon of interest to us. Quantitative methods provide an 
excellent source of information about:

• " e price image of a product, brand or retail chain the optimal price 
  of the product;
• " e price level being considered in the mind of the consumer.

Qualitative methods are o% en used during an analysis of the price issue. 
" ey allow for understanding the consumer and provide important infor-
mation on:

• " e motives behind individual consumer decisions habits related 
  to prices;
• " e decision-making process, in which price plays a key role.
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Price lists di$ er from the methods described above in that the interviewer 
examines the disclosed price of the product, not the consumer. " is method 
should be regarded as a valuable complement to knowledge already obtained 
from customers, and is key to:

• Analyzing a company’s price image;
• Determining the optimal level of the price of a product or service;
• Determining the promotional price of products.

" ere are a large number of market research companies available in the mar-
ket to which you can submit a request for research assistance. " ese compa-
nies can provide excellent help to sellers in the research process.

Research methods in price area and sample price research scope

Examples of how the application of research methods helps determine 
pricing

Selection of a research method depends on what questions we expect the 
answer to. Let us consider for a moment the doubts that may actually appear 
while working on price determination. Regardless of whether we deal with 
prices o$ ered at a point of retail sale, preparing the price table for a distribu-
tor of our products or introducing a new product under the brand, the most 
frequently asked questions include those listed below:

Research methods in price area

Qualitative Quantitative Price lists

Motives behind decision

Shopping habits

Decision-making process

Price image

Optimal price

Knowledge of price Promotional prices
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1. How do our trade conditions compare with competitors?
2. How do prices o$ ered in our retail store relate to prices o$ ered 
 by competitors?
3. What attribute should best be emphasized in a product’s price 
 communication?

" ink about the selection of an appropriate research method for question 
No. 1, which is “How do our trade conditions compare with competitors?”. 
Suppose the focus of our work on pricing policy is to establish the most 
favorable discount and payment deadline for hand and power tools, delivered 
to retail outlets operating in what is considered to be the traditional market.

Accordingly, we should de# nitely compare our business to those of compe-
titors, draw conclusions and on this basis optimize the o$ er. In such cases (if 
we only have contact data of the retail outlets with which we want to trade), 
quantitative studies conducted by telephone interviews are ideal.

When creating an interview questionnaire, we should take into account que-
stions regarding customer satisfaction with the levels of discount and pay-
ment deadlines o$ ered both by us and by competing companies.

" e anonymity of respondents is crucial, especially where the respondents 
are the decision-makers (people responsible for the selection of suppliers and 
who have good knowledge of commercial terms). An exemplary question-
naire survey is presented below.

RESEARCH ON COMMERCIAL TERMS

Good morning, my name is ..................................... and I have been com-
missioned by one of the manufacturers of hand and power tools to conduct 
a survey among suppliers of such tools to the public regarding the level of 
satisfaction experienced in dealing with retail outlets.

We would appreciate your opinion in answering several questions in our 
short survey.
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Your honest feedback will help manufacturers better understand your 
product preferences and allow them to ful" ll your needs and expectations 
to a greater degree. $ is survey is going to take only 3 minutes.

All of your responses will remain anonymous and will be presented only in 
the form of aggregated statistics.

1. Tell me, please - are you responsible for the selection of tool suppliers  
 in this shop?
  a) Yes - go to question # 2
  b) No - end interview

2. I will now read the names of companies involved in supplying retail  
 outlets with hand and power tools . Tell me, please, if in the last three 
 months You have done business with the following suppliers:
  • supplier 1?
  • supplier 2?
  • supplier 3?

3. Using a scale of 1 to 6, in which 1 expresses strong dissatisfaction,  
 while 6 expresses great satisfaction, please indicate your level of sa-
 tisfaction with the level of discounts granted by these sellers. If You do 
 not do business with any of these sellers or refuse to provide an 
 answer, please tick “Don’t know / refused”.

4. Using the same scale of 1 to 6, in which 1 expresses strong dissatis- 
 faction, while 6 expresses great satisfaction, please indicate your lev- 
 el  of satisfaction with the payment deadlines o' ered by each seller. If  
 You do not do business with any of these sellers or refuse to provide  
 an answer, please tick “Don’t know /refused”.

$ ese were all the questions, thank you.

A% er collecting the results, two factors should be compared: the average level 
of satisfaction with the level of discounts granted and with proposed payment 
deadlines. " ese should then be compared with the actual level of the com-
mercial terms provided to business partners.
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Comparison of the results on satisfaction with the level of discounts and 
proposed payment deadline and the actual level of commercial terms

From this then we know:
• " e level of satisfaction with the terms and conditions o$ ered by our   
  competitors, and;
• " e level of satisfaction with the commercial terms o$ ered by our 
  company;
• And the actual level of commercial terms o$ ered by us.

With this information, we can easily use the ratio to calculate the hypotheti-
cal level of commercial terms o$ ered by our competitors.

Estimated level of discount and payment deadline

" e answer to the second question (“How do the prices o$ ered in my retail 
store relate to prices o$ ered by competitors?”) can be obtained through the 
creation of a price table. " is method allows you to control the level of prices 
in relation to your main competitors and also supports the decision-making 
process (especially in short-term price movements).

List price analysis is not considered to be the most di&  cult of research pro-
jects - it can be done quite simply and independently (e.g. engaging your own 
sales force). Of course, you can also employ a research agency, which can be 
useful - especially while performing work on numerous projects.

For example, suppose that our area of particular interest is ketchup-type 
sauces and that we manage the pricing of this category of products in super-
markets.

Average rating on the 
1-6 scale

Average level of discounts 
o$ ered (in %)

Average payment deadline 
(in workdays)

4,56 19% 26

Area Our company Competitor 1 Competitor 2 Competitor 3

Average level of discounts 
granted (in %) 19 16 22 21

Average payment deadline 
(in workdays) 26 31 24 22
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To collect reliable data which will help us answer the key market research 
question, we should not forget three important preparatory elements prior to 
creating a price list. " ese are:

• Establish a list of competitive retailers;
• Prepare a table of products from this category o$ ered at the point of sale
  (POS);
• Assign products sold at points of sale to their counterparts available in  
  competing commercial retail chains.

! ree elements of preparations for creating a price list

A% er preparing a list of products and their counterparts in competing stores 
you can move on to the data collection step. Remember the following # ve 
principles:

1. Choose competitive shops located close to your points of sale;

2. Analyze prices in competitive shops which are most similar to your 
  points of sale, i.e. which provide a similar presentation of goods, and 
  also which cater to a generally similar level of consumers;

No Product
Retail chain No. 1 Retail chain No. 2 Retail chain No. 3

Product Product Product

1
Brand No. 1  
500ml,
Plastic bottle
EAN code 

1 to 1
Brand No. 1  
500ml,
Plastic bottle
EAN code 

1 to 1
Brand No. 1  
500ml,
Plastic bottle
EAN code

Substitute
Brand No. 4  
500ml,
Plastic bottle
EAN code

2
Brand No. 2  
250ml,
Plastic bottle
EAN code 

1 to 1
Brand No. 2  
250ml,
Plastic bottle
EAN code

1 to 1
Brand No. 2  
250ml,
Plastic bottle
EAN code

1 to 1
Brand No. 2  
250ml,
Plastic bottle
EAN code

3
Brand No. 3  
450ml,
Plastic bottle
EAN code 

Substitute
Brand No. 5  
450ml,
Plastic bottle
EAN code 

1 to 1
Brand No. 3  
450ml,
Plastic bottle
EAN code

1 to 1
Brand No. 3  
450ml,
Plastic bottle
EAN code
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3. Visit each of the competitors and write down prices in at least # ve 
  shops;

4. Collect data at # xed, speci# c hours, because prices of products can 
  change during the day, even several times;

5. If you don’t have the EAN codes of products o$ ered by competitive 
  stores, write down prices from the shelf.

A% er collecting the data, you can move on to a simple analysis showing the 
ratio of prices of products o$ ered at our points of sale to compare the prices 
set by the competition. " e whole can be analyzed in relation to price indices, 
which are the result of dividing our prices by the prices of competitors.

A value of 100% indicates the same level of prices, a value below 100% indi-
cates that our o$ er is cheaper and a result above 100% shows higher prices 
in our stores.

Price list result analysis

" e last question which we will try to answer through research methods is 
question No. 3: “What attribute should we best emphasize for product price 
communication to consumers?”.

Price in marketing communication is crucial to customers. And of special 
importance are the words or phrases (relating to price) which we use, as well 
as what message will stay with the consumer while choosing a particular 
brand or product.

No My price

Retail chain 
No.1

INDEX = 
MY PRICE 
/ CHAIN 
NO. 1

Retail chain 
No.2

INDEX = 
MY PRICE 
/ CHAIN 
NO. 2

Retail chain 
No.3

INDEX = 
MY PRICE 
/ CHAIN 
NO. 3

Price INDEX Price INDEX Price INDEX

1. 6.99 zł 7.11 zł 98.31 % 7.05 zł 99.15 % 6.99 zł 100.00 %

2. 4.99 zł 4.98 zł 100.20 % 5.05 zł 98.81 % 4.79 zł 104.18 %

3. 5.99 zł 5.99 zł 100.00 % 6.05 zł 99.01 % 6.01 zł 99.67 %
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Suppose that we are responsible for a line of deodorants and the main subject 
of this discussion is a 150ml spray deodorant for men, competing in the mar-
ket with several products that have similar features.

" e product is positioned in the middle of the market in terms of price, and 
our task is to work on its price image so as to support common universal 
attributes used in communication by competitors. We should therefore deve-
lop marketing phrases related to prices that will distinguish our product from 
others, yet remain consistent with its perception by consumers.

Taking into account both the research questions and current market context, 
a qualitative market study involving focus group interviews will allow us to 
understand how the public perceives the price of our product. " is seems an 
ideal choice. Given its complexity it is best to outsource such a study to spe-
cialized research agencies. " erefore, when you request such an inquiry, note 
the following should be done:

• Present the objectives of the study and its market context to the 
  research company;

• Ask for an analysis of consumers of our products and competing 
  products;

• Di$ erentiate the cities in which the study will be carried out;

• Guarantee the delivery of not only our products, but also competitor 
  products. (" is will help respondents create image “attributes” relating 
  to the price of products);

• Develop branding statements from the product pricing department and 
  ask the researchers to verify that branding for e$ ectiveness while 
  testing focus groups.

It is equally important to recognize the tools developed by the research age-
ncy, paying attention primarily to the discussion scenario, used by the person 
conducting the interviews with clients.
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Market research companies can provide us with an opportunity to actually 
observe clients during an interview. " e ordering party is placed in a special 
room separated from the interview participants by a one-way mirror. Watch-
ing clients’ reactions while talking about the product or its price, can lead to 
a much better understanding of the context of price image.

A study organized this way should certainly provide valuable information 
to help support the marketing department in the creation of favorable price 
“attributes”.
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1.7 How to manage your price image in a sustainable way
by Maciej Kraus, Monika Chodowicz, and Grzegorz Leśko

When setting appropriate prices it may not be adequate to state that it is an 
e&  cient pricing policy. Communicating prices and price image at the point of 
sale are also vitally important. " ere are situations in the market in which ne-
glecting these important considerations (even when relatively attractive prices 
are o$ ered) can result in consumers viewing the prices to be too expensive.

On the other hand, with proper communication and skilful use of image-re- 
lated practices we can successfully maintain prices at an average level and 
be recognized by customers as an attractively priced supplier. Where does 
this phenomenon of price perception come from? Consumers have limited 
access to information about prices in the shops. " ey are unable to check, let 
alone remember the price of every product in every store in town. " erefore, 
their opinion of individual networks is based on fragmentary information, 
emotions and messages aimed at them (consciously or unconsciously) by the 
people managing the point of sale, rather than on sound knowledge.

According to the price basket from the dlahandlu.pl website, the cheapest 
network in Warsaw in November 2014 was Auchan, and in the other top 
# ve were: Kau' and, Biedronka, Carrefour and Tesco. " e bottom of the list 
included the most expensive networks: Freshmarket, Lewiatan and Carrefour 
Express. Is their price image convergent with the above data? As shown by 
observations of the market and numerous studies, actual and perceived level 
of prices can di$ er signi# cantly from one another.
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What in% uences price perception?

" ere are numerous factors that determine the public’s “price perception” of 
a company. To some extent, each of them can a$ ect how a shop is viewed, 
fairly or unfairly, in the minds of customers (i.e., cheap or expensive). Among 
the main factors in' uencing a shop’s price perception by consumers we can 
distinguish:

1. " e actual level of prices, i.e. precise of products or services. Most 
o% en, this level is determined by comparison of the price of a basic 
“basket of goods” (although its contents and size can o% en vary due 
to the many di$ erent agencies that publish information about pric-
es). It is worth noting that an average consumer has limited ability to 
compare costs. " erefore, special attention should be paid to brand-
ing products which are generally so-called “necessities”, bought fre-
quently, with high pricing ' exibility. Good indicators of price com-
parisons may be, for instance, butter or meat, as these are products 
whose prices one can easily remember and compare in each of sever-
al di$ erent stores. In the context of shaping the actual price level we 
could o$ er some cheaper products - such as our own generic brand. 
" is will respond to the needs of more price-sensitive customers and 
con# rm others’ belief that the store o$ ers products at great prices.

2. Value for money ratio - where value is subjectively evaluated by cus-
tomers. In this area, fresh products have a major impact on price per-
ception in grocery stores (vegetables, fruit, meat and bread). " e qua-
lity of these products may vary depending on the store, which means 
that they may constitute a kind of litmus test showing value for money 
and also be a component that creates added value for the customer.

3. Attractiveness of promotion - promotions appreciated not only by a pro-
duct’s frequency of appearance, but also for displaying reductions in price.

4. Fairness in setting prices and communicating them to consumers - 
for one example, the price on the shelf must always match the price 
on the receipt, and any information about pricing must be clear. " e 
client shouldn’t be required to perform mathematical operations on 
price announcements, as they can lead to misunderstanding or cause 
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uncertainty. Such care is a good example of fairness. Unclear pricing 
communication can be o% en seen in the case of the “3 for 2” promo-
tions. " e simplicity of such price conversions must be ensured for 
many reasons: i.e., to not call into question the veracity of the pro-
motion, to not make customers anxious that they might overpay 
and to avoid the worse case of all: when an unclear communication 
or the complexity of a calculation can make a customer feel cheated.

5. Price transparency - the height at which a product is presented (on dis-
play or on a shelf), the easier it is for a customer to determine a price for 
a product. Printing prices in large font (in retail) and being consistent 
in the positioning of products at speci# c prices at a certain height (i.e., 
the cheapest on the bottom shelves, and the most expensive on the top 
shelves) is particularly important for achieving high transparency. In 
the case of B2B markets the transparency of prices is determined by the 
complexity of the payment model (the smaller the number of addition-
al fees and factors a$ ecting the # nal price, the higher the transparency).

6. Price comparability - the ease of comparing the prices of di$ erent 
products in a shop will a$ ect price perceptions.

7. Transparency of pricing strategy - the clarity and consistency of 
messages communicated to the shop can also a$ ect product price 
perception.

8. Assortment - the breadth and depth of a product’s presence in a shop 
will a$ ect price perception.

9. " e decor - can give an impression that a store sells at inexpensive 
prices (e.g. by selling from bulk containers, pallets, etc.).

How to build the price image of retail outlets?

Creation of a desired price perception at the point of sale should proceed 
according to six basic steps:
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1. Identi" cation of key factors in% uencing price perception at the 
point of sale. We should start by identifying which factors a$ ect a par-
ticular shop (or group of shops), and specify the importance of each.

2. Competitive benchmark. A% er identifying the factors a$ ecting the 
price image at the point of sale we should also determine how we are 
perceived in relation to the competition in terms of these identi# ed fac-
tors (i.e. in what respects we are better or worse than the competition).

3. Determining the image constructed by prices: " is next step is to 
incorporate the perception of our product prices into the everyday 
habits and purchasing decisions of our customers. Based on an ana-
lysis of receipt data we can determine how o% en products from each 
category are bought and what the average basket value is. " is al-
lows for determination of the preferred type of shop and what the 
main purchase goals of its customers are. Such knowledge is essen-
tial to de# ne the role of individual product groups. Certain pro-
duct categories are designed to attract customers to a speci# c store, 
which usually includes stores selling the most frequently purchased 
items whose prices customers generally remember. Other product 
categories are designed to generate sales income (products rarely 
bought, usually those associated with a medium or large one-o$  ex-
pense). Lastly some product categories are designed to build pro-
# t margin (usually rarely purchased products whose price customers 
do not remember, i.e., goods from the premium shelf, for instance).

4. Implementation of changes in pricing policy and its communication 
of such changes to customers. Information obtained through analysis 
should be incorporated into pricing policy and the company’s method of 
communication in order to build a favorable image in the eyes of customers.

5. Construction of the rules of procedure for di$ erent cat-
egories of products in terms of their impact on a consu-
mer’s perceived level of prices. Depending on the role of a pric-
ing category (i.e., increasing margins, turnover or the number of 
customers) it is necessary to create a set of operational activities 
and principles for category management, allowing us to main-
tain the desired change in the price perception for a longer period.
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6. Monitoring the e$ ectiveness of actions undertaken. " e most im-
portant step is continuous monitoring of the e$ ectiveness of actions 
taken - for example, by regular consumer surveys, so that we will be 
able to determine the changes in the price perception index.

While conducting branding activities it is always best practice to be sure 
that consumers are kept aware of the fact that we are constantly catering 
to them! Appropriate marketing communication may help supplement our 
actions. For example: a popular slogan used by Castorama for a long time was 
”we won’t let anyone beat our prices”. Another by Biedronka was “Everyday 
low prices and high discounts”. " is type of simple straightforward assurance 
strengthens the network’s image in our customers’ eyes and reinforces their 
belief that they have made the right choice.

" erefore, if we want our pricing to be seen as inexpensive, we should deter-
mine which factors a$ ect its perception most and how it is assessed in rela-
tion to the competition. " e portfolio should also be analyzed to understand 
the functions of each product and then choose the ones that will build the 
price image of our company. " ese actions should be supported operational-
ly, for instance by communicating our low regular prices o% en (particularly 
branding products), our attractive discounts, and by having our own brand 
or other products on a low price shelf. What is important is the way custo-
mers perceive us in comparison to our competitors. " is should be peri-
odically monitored and we should keep track as to whether the introduced 
changes are well received. " is is highly advisable, because the price percep-
tion of the company translates into its success.
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1.8. Creativity is the key or how to present your services to customers
by Maciej Kraus and Maciej Kroenke

Studies on the decision-making process show that purchase decisions are 
in' uenced by many cognitive errors consisting mostly of a misperception 
of actual facts. Such incorrect assessments made by customers stem mainly 
from time pressure or the complexity of an o$ er. " at’s why the conclusions 
they draw from our actions are o% en irrational (though they usually claim 
otherwise) or perhaps deliberately intended.

Let’s think about this: by creating an o$ er wholly appropriate to their needs, 
can we consciously in' uence a customer’s perception of our company? Ex-
perience shows that it is not only feasible, but more importantly, will give 
tangible results.

Context is crucial

Would you say Tim Robbins is: 6’5” and Kevin Hart is 5’2”? No! Why? Be-
cause you’ve never seen them standing next to each other. " is is the e$ ect of 
contrast. We o% en evaluate things on the basis of comparisons, i.e., our per-
ception of one thing against the other. " e Ebbinghaus illusion in the # gure 
below is a great example of this. In this example, depending on whether the 
geometric shape is surrounded by either larger or smaller # gures of the same 
shape, our perception of its size changes signi# cantly.
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" is cognitive error is o% en used by real estate brokers. During the initial 
stage of presenting o$ ers to buyers, an agent shows one or two houses that 
are not exceptional but are quite expensive. Finally, he shows them the house 
which he really wants to sell and which looks better than the previous ones in 
terms of both quality and price. For the consumer the choice will be obvious, 
then the agent quickly # nalizes the transaction thanks to his self-proclaimed 
cleverness. " e same goes for the selection of goods from our product assort-
ment, i.e., we place on the shelves a variety of goods belonging to the same 
category. Included among the expensive products, the one that is cheaper will 
seem to be just that - cheap.

" erefore, by contrast, more expensive products from the same category 
should be placed on the same shelf. " is will ensure that the product to which 
we want to draw the attention of consumers, will then seem cheaper to them.

Magic of ownership

How o% en do we unconsciously overestimate the value of a thing just because 
it belongs to us? When we sell a car, we # rst estimate its value and quote a 
price that we think is appropriate. Meanwhile, you may # nd that a potential 
purchaser of the car valued it much lower. " is is an e$ ect of possession, 
i.e., we value things much higher when they belong to us. " is e$ ect is also 
cleverly used in o$ ers of “take it for a trial period, and then either return it or 
pay”. " e customer receives a product, uses it and perceives it as increasingly 
more valuable because  it’s “theirs”. " at’s what ultimately makes a customer 
keep the item and pay the price expected by the manufacturer. Moreover, the 
customer is o% en willing to pay more than they would have if they hadn’t had 
the chance to try it # rst. " is same e$ ect also applies to all kinds of tests or 

Which of the center circles 
seems to be bigger? What 
can this tell us about price 
perception?
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trial periods. If we get accustomed to a product, and work out its capabilities 
by testing it, we are more likely not only to buy it, but even buy it at a higher 
price.

" e same applies to the principle of guaranteed satisfaction - i.e., buy it and if 
you are not 100% satis# ed, return the product for a full refund. " e customer 
becomes the “owner” of a product, and because everyone values their own 
choices, returns almost never happen. " e more the buyer can feel they are 
the owner, the more they are prone to pay for the product. Additionally, this 
approach gives the customer a sense of security that they can always return 
their purchase if there is something they aren’t satis# ed about - although in 
practice this option is rarely exercised.

Concentration of attention

We naturally strive to make decisions as quickly as possible, which is why we 
try to simplify our choices at every step. When comparing options, we usually 
focus on what is the most important element, such as the price per minute of 
a phone call or a bank’s deposit interest rate, while ignoring any associated 
fees, surcharges, etc. " is is due to the e$ ect of concentration which consists 
in paying attention to one aspect of an o$ er (generally the most obvious one), 
and ignoring the rest.

A classic example of the application of consumer concentration is the policy 
of “opinion-forming” products in an assortment of products, namely those 
major products which lead a consumer to create an overall favorable opi-
nion about an entire o$ er. " ey are generally easily comparable and are o% en 
found in the standard “shopping basket” used in comparative sales. " e price 
of such products must, of course, be very attractive and easily remembered 
by consumers.

Other elements of an o$ er are not as important to consumers, however the 
seller’s real pro# t, obtained through margin, is based on them. Studies con-
# rm that on average we are able to recall from memory the prices of just a 
few products, even immediately a% er a visit to the supermarket. For this very 
reason, advertising brochures compete with each other every week trying to 
o$ er a similar assortment of goods, including their opinion-forming pro-
ducts, in hopes of ending up in the greatest number of consumer baskets.
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Less is more

An old British proverb says: “look a% er your pennies and the pounds will 
take care of themselves.” How many times have you had paper currency or its 
equivalent in coins in your wallet, and spent the coins # rst? Repeatedly, right? 
" is is the result of denomination. In the practice of price management this is 
applied by displaying a price in installments, or as price per unit. Consumers 
o% en readily accept such o$ ers as they mistakenly perceive a “lower” price, 
when total time payments can far exceed a product’s normal full price. Such 
sales might not take place if the aforementioned “installment” procedure 
wasn’t applied.
 
" e situation is similar in cases of purchases using tokens or billing incre-
ments. If we only move within the range of nominally small amounts, our 
price sensitivity remains low. Knowledge of the consumer’s decision-making 
process while making a purchase and understanding how such processes de-
velop, are now issues taking on increasing importance for manufacturers and 
distributors. " e more knowledge a company obtains in this area,the more 
they will be able to reach (and sell to) a greater number of consumers.

Nevertheless, companies must keep in mind the key principle of fairness in 
trade, which is particularly important in relational sales. A customer who 
feels cheated will undoubtedly be unlikely to return and the loss of such pur-
chasers may become so acute that such loss of customers cannot be o$ set 
by any momentary pro# t obtained in an ethically questionable manner. " e 
numerous protests aimed at # nancial institutions and telephone companies 
creating o$ ers virtually impossible to compare or comprehend are solid proof 
of that. Does anyone really understand their electricity bill?

" e sense of fair price for a product is the basic premise underlying proper 
pricing policy. Knowledge of and acceptance that common cognitive errors 
will happen should primarily serve to better align our o$ ers in future with 
consumer expectations, in such a way that both parties to future transactions 
will be satis# ed.
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PA R T  I I 

Gaining Pricing Power
! rough Technology
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2.1 Basics of pricing models (decisions based on variables combination)
by Marina Dias

Setting the Goals & De" ning the Pricing Strategy

Setting up a pricing strategy and goals requires # rst to be able to understand 
how the company wants to be perceived by the customers – and this is not 
only a pricing exercise, but also a 360° company vision about value that is 
going to be delivered to clients.

When we dive deep into pricing, it’s crucial to know positioning in the market 
– does the company want to be perceived as o$ ering low prices, fair prices, 
premium prices? Di$ erent categories may have di$ erent pricing positioning, 
but globally (and again we are discussing value) what is the brand positioning 
that companies want their customers to perceive?

Pricing strategy is also about driving value to business, either from being the 
driver to support market share consolidation and / or margin growth. Here 
we are discussing tangible value – real information that we can put a target 
on, work for it and measure to perform improvements.

Identifying opportunities to increase value for the business and for the cus-
tomers is a continuous exercise which determines that de# ning a pricing 
strategy is not a one-shot task. Monitoring the success of the strategy along 
with impact (# nancials, brand awareness, competition positioning) creates 
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room to understand small improvements – and this is critical given the con-
text of the world. Pricing strategy should be solid and clear to all organiza-
tions, but also should be adaptive to create room to add value within a con-
tinuous improvement approach.

" inking about setting up a price for a product or service, many variables 
may a$ ect or be a$ ected by the decision that we take. Of course, we can build 
di$ erent layers of complexity by adding more information to the decision 
tree. Normally cost-plus pricing is the # rst strategic approach. When we start 
to explore the market (if an organization does not navigate in a blue ocean) 
price position vs competition lead to competitor-based pricing approach and 
online dynamic pricing along with how omnichannel/ symbiotic strategies 
are designed. Value based pricing considers product characteristics as well 
as consumer preferences and demand is the next step to data driven pricing 
approaches.

Setting a pricing strategy requires navigating the perspectives of how to man-
age prices and promotions.

Specify which variables may in% uence the pricing strategy

Revenue can be di$ erent if we consider data from sunny days and rainy days 
(assuming no seasonality). Diving within a category vision we may have dif-
ferences, and some categories are not a$ ected at all by weather. Even more 
di$ erent if we deep dive into the KVI articles. However, if we have data from 
competitive prices on those days, we will have di$ erent conclusions, and 
some articles can have a better performance because it’s a rainy day, people 
are at home or at the mall and other articles have a bad performance because 
competitors have a good promotion running and are cannibalizing our sales 
- at the end of the day is it weather or competition that in' uences our per-
formance?

Before trying to understand the importance of and correlation of the varia-
bles, we should know which of the variables we should consider when design-
ing a pricing strategy.

To establish a strategy for managing prices, there are variables that may in-
' uence and be in' uenced by the designed strategy. In this context we present 
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internal variables as the ones controlled by an organization – here we consi-
der strategic and operational categorization.

External variables are not controlled by an organization although may be in-
' uenced by its business performance and decision making.

Internal variables:

• Strategic: category roles; product visibility on shelf / website; promo-
 tions &/ featured articles (store posters; banners); product roles (KVI, 
 Regular, Tail...); targets & business performance (revenue; margin; 
 pro# t margin; sell through rate; stock levels & planning, basket average 
 price; market share; price index vs competitors); client purchasing be-
 havior (website tra&  c data) & CRM speci# c strategies; physical store 
 location;

• Operational: co-occurrence between articles; price families (anchor 
 articles); costs & supplier support to sale; website visits & conversion.

External variables:
 
• Market share;
• Competitors dynamics (shelf price, promotions; brand advertising);
• Weather forecast;
• Product trends & digital marketing in' uences.

It’s crucial to understand what variables impact and be impacted by pricing 
decisions and movements. To be able to assess and quantify / qualify these 
variables we should always consider a balance between the ability to have real 
time and accurate data together with the capacity to have this information 
stored and easily accessible.

" is creates the need to prioritize and quantify the impact of each variable 
when we are building a pricing strategy. It’s also relevant to assess the possibi-
lity of understanding the correlation between these variables. Combining the 
information to facilitate decision making is a good idea, but still, we should 
not jeopardize opportunities to understand the isolated impact of variables 
impact when we decide to combine them.
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It’s relevant to understand which costs will be considered to structure a pric-
ing decision – we can have legal restrictions that we need to commit to and 
therefore it’s a topic that should be clari# ed at the start of any pricing project. 
Considering the e$ ect of marketing, logistics as well as contract conditions 
and special deals with the supplier – companies should have the ability to 
decide if additional money should be used to invest in pricing and, in speci# c 
cases, build  breakeven analysis and scenarios forecast, to determine if it’s an 
investment with short return or if the investment will be to generate price 
perception awareness.

Additionally, before operationalizing pricing strategy, businesses should 
assess if any additional communication will be done (price warranty; price 
drop advertising) and the impact on customers & competitors of this type of 
advertising.

Structuring Pricing Rules

Based on the previous, a% er we decide which variables will be taken into 
account, we will need to structure the rules on how to assess and combine 
them. Also, in some cases, it can be necessary to consider some constraints or 
restrictions to price suggestions.

As an example, some of the pillars that are considered when setting up rules 
are:

• De# ne pricing strategy according to category roles (tra&  c builder, 
 convenience…);
• Have a price position vs relevant competitors on price perception 
 builders (KVIs) and de# ne di$ erence vs competitors;
• Create guardrails to position prices vs anchor articles (structure price 
 families);
• Create margin limits and understand granularity that you need to apply 
 (brand level / category level/ article level);
• De# ne limits to price changes;
• De# ne policy to manage rounding rules;
• On articles that are not the top price perception drivers - # nd opportu-
 nities to increase prices based on elasticity studies and scenarios 
 forecast (forecast for margin & revenue).
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2.2 Limitations of in-house pricing models
by Marina Dias

Pros & Cons of in-house pricing models – full control & di&  cult to evolve 
& maintain

A% er setting a pricing strategy, with or without consultants’ support, com-
panies tend to struggle on how to implement it and monitor results. If the 
team is su&  ciently skilled to manage databases and or excel # les, normally 
the rules are created under these formats.

" e issue here is that, to be able to update all the information and formulate 
price recommendations according to rules is highly di&  cult and too much 
time is dedicated to preparations. At this stage, either time or motivation 
dedicated to reviewing the value of the results are low.

" e e$ ort to update data is also connected to the ability of managing not only 
huge data to gather historical data but also ability to have real time informa-
tion that is accurate enough to provide insights to the price decisions.

An additional layer is that o% en operational decisions require that rules are 
' exible and easy to change- when we have models being developed and main-
tained manually the e$ ort of changing inputs is cumbersome and the risks of 
generating mistakes increases. It’s relevant to consider that the ability to run 
scenarios to support decisions is also a challenge.
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Until now, we only discussed the ability to keep the # les working in order to 
provide a price recommendation based on the company’s pricing strategy. We 
need to consider as well that the strategy needs to be monitored, meaning, 
pricing teams should be able to provide reports and insights that monitors 
not only the performance but also provides guidelines and recommendations 
on what to do better. " is requires access to historical data and the ability to 
have it at a granular level like product – store – day and sometimes transac-
tional data with insights by customer pro# le. Again, these reports and data 
management are something that creates pressure on the pricing teams be-
cause the majority of time is again dedicated to data preparation and valida-
tion instead of being dedicated to the analysis that can really add value to the 
business. Another relevant topic is that, in order to support decision making, 
these reports are required to be updated almost in real time which, given the 
fact that everything is managed manually, we must consider almost as an 
impossible exercise.

Although we may think that di$ erent teams can support pricing teams (such 
as IT, Data Science, Marketing), it requires a lot of e$ ort to keep communi-
cation and goals aligned.
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2.3 How to use Neural networks to reproduce 
customer’s decision making

by Marina Dias

Ability to monitor results and analyze data – reporting

As discussed previously, in order to have an e&  cient pricing strategy exe-
cution it is critical that companies can easily measure and understand the 
impacts of price setting across a business’s performance. " is is not translated 
into the internal performance (as a P&L metric, sell through rate, stock rota-
tion, margin or revenue or quantities up# t as examples) but also on market 
share, competitors’ reactions (price responses or special campaigns & mar-
keting communication) and brand perception (NPS, price perception stud-
ies). When costs of a so% ware or consulting are in place, measuring ROI is 
also critical.

To be able to monitor results, granular data availability with a historical vi-
sion is critical. " is applies not only to knowing what customers saw as the 
price for a product but also what really was paid as soon as a transaction hap-
pens - and yes, it can be di$ erent due to vouchers or even systems mistakes 
where the tag is one thing but on POS the price is di$ erent.

Having this data available, organized and accurate is sometimes a major ef-
fort. Trying to perform calculations on top is also not easy when large data-
bases are used.
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It’s fundamental that companies are prepared with so% ware that supports not 
only the ability to extract data but also the ability to work with it. Visuali-
zation of the data is also critical: sometimes it’s the factor that di$ erentiates 
from having the ability to have the trust from stakeholders or not regarding 
all pricing management.

Choosing the best tool to manage data and build visuals as well as making 
sure that people are well-trained to set up reports and to read them is some-
thing that companies should also evaluate prior to starting a pricing journey. 
If possible, build the reports to be updated automatically and also usable so 
that # nal stakeholders are autonomous in managing all the information that 
they need (and can be di$ erent across di$ erent areas).

Every year, the amount of structured and unstructured data grows by 60% 
globally. " at makes Big data a non-alternative domain for business deci-
sion-making. Data is a powerful instrument that can boost bottom-line met-
rics but only if utilized correctly.

Big data is a complex phenomenon exploring and covering the most e$ ective 
means to systematically collect, process, and analyze data sets that cannot be 
dealt with using the traditional approaches. It refers to both structured data 
from databases, as well as unstructured data from external sources, web, mo-
bile devices, social media, etc.
 
In contrast to traditional data-processing approaches, Big data analysis is al-
most deprived of human involvement but, it also, implies using advanced 
algorithms and so% ware capable of processing billions of data points within 
a short period.

Big data is considered to be one of the mega-trends de# ning global devel-
opment in the 21st century. As o% en happens, business trendsetters have 
become the # rst to have realized the potential of using Big data. According 
to IBM, organizations applying analytics powered by Big data are 2.2 times 
more likely to sustainably outperform their industry peers.

" e use of Big data has its distinctive features per every industry and retail 
is not an exception. As pricing has long been and will continue to be a core 
capability for retailers, it remains the major # eld in which data is used.
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A short history of Data use in pricing

Even though the term Big data is said to be # rst coined by Roger Mougalas 
in 2005, structured and unstructured data was used in pricing for decades. 
In 1985, the # rst yield management system was implemented by American 
Airlines, which can also be considered an early prototype of data-driven pric-
ing. However, at that time, retailers relied mainly on consultancy agencies 
while developing a pricing policy. In practice, it meant human-centric pric-
ing based on analytics processed and analyzed manually.

" ings changed in the 1990s when retail giants started to build their own 
in-house systems capable of storing and processing historical data. " ese 
solutions were still too slow in processing and integration. " eir e$ ectiveness 
remained rather ambiguous. By 1999, global online sales reached the point 
of $20 billion so more, and more data was available for the retailers. It was 
already clear that the future belonged to data-driven pricing.

In the # rst years of the 21st century, second-wave pricing solutions were 
presented. Data-driven rough predictions were now possible, but because of 
poor scalability, it was not until the 2010s that the genuine pricing revolution 
became possible.

At that time, dozens of the so-called ‘third wave’ pricing solutions emerged 
o$ ering a full range of pricing services powered with Big data and ML tech-
nology. Now, depending on a retailer’s needs and business maturity, it was 
possible to quickly and easily adopt any type of solution from a simple price 
scrapper to a complex engine predicting demand with 98% accuracy. " e era 
of data-driven pricing had o&  cially begun.

Neural Networks and Big data: a few cases of how Pricing can bene" t 
from it
 
For every product, retailers have to choose the right pricing approach de-
pending on its type and lifecycle stage. " is is why the use of machine learn-
ing algorithms might also di$ er depending on the type of product being re-
priced. Let’s look at a few examples showcasing how neural networks help to 
reprice particular product types.
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When it comes to new entries’ pricing, AI algorithms help to # nd the most 
similar items sold in the past by comparing all products’ credentials (includ-
ing images, descriptions, etc.) using computer vision, tabular data, and natu-
ral language processing.

Once the most similar products are identi# ed, the algorithm correlates a new 
product with similar ones. Based on historical sales data, the engine # nds the 
most relevant benchmarks, compares prices, turnover, and elasticity of simi-
lar SKUs to recommend the initial price for a new entry.

When SKUs have to be priced in regard to the competition, the combination 
of machine learning and rule-based pricing comes in handy. An auxiliary ML 
algorithm using Graph " eory identi# es a retailer’s competitors and potential 
KVIs. A Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) calculates elasticity coe&  cients 
and helps to # nd an optimal price positioning. All the repricing processes 
are done with a rule-base engine to make sure any data changes are re' ected 
in a retailer’s prices instantly. Recurrent Neural Networks are also o% en used 
to price SKUs under promo. In particular, the algorithms are capable of pre-
dicting the e$ ect of one of another promo scenario. Based on the cannibali-
zation e$ ect evaluation and comprehensive scenario testing, the engine helps 
to plan optimal promos with maximum e$ ectiveness for the retailer.

In a similar way, when it comes to markdown optimization, RNN analy-
ses retailer’s historical sales data to recommend an optimal discount at an 
SKU-level so the targeted stock level is reached with a maximum margin rate. 
Based on set parameters (max. promo depth, markdown’s time frames, ex-
pected stock level), the platform’s time-series-based algorithm generates the 
prognoses on hit the stock level and gaining margin.

Finally, pricing SKU based on demand is powered with neural networks 
measuring product elasticity and its cross-elasticity to ensure that goals on 
both the category and portfolio levels are achieved. " e accuracy of every rec-
ommendation is gained through an analysis of a range of external non-pric-
ing factors impacting sales.
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Typically, the inputs needed for ML-driven pricing may include several of the 
following data sets:

• Historical sales data;
• Historical promo data;
• Historical price changes;
• Product stock availability;
• Product description competitive data;
• Cost data;
• Consumer research data;
• ABC analysis results;
• Web tra&  c analysis;
• Other data impacting sales.

" e scope of data required for the ML algorithms to work e$ ectively depends 
on the type of product being repriced. However, the general rule implies that 
the more relevant data is available, the more accurate the recommendations 
will be achieved.
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2.4 Key bene" ts of implementing Pricing Solutions & Technology
by Marina Dias

How to get prepared to implement a demand pricing solution

When it comes to implementing a demand-based pricing system, the busi-
ness has # rst to analyze its own speci# c needs and requirements and then 
decide which system or vendor o$ ers the best-# tting solution. " ere are four 
essential domains of criteria we recommend to consider before implement-
ing a particular demand-based pricing system. " ese are functional, strate-
gic, technical, and economic domains.

Pricing system implementation
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Obviously, an implementation of a demand-based pricing system requires 
some preparation and forethought. First and foremost, the business has to 
have a large and reliable dataset.

" e more accurate data you have, the better. Once the dataset is in place, 
a retailer has to choose the best-# tting AI-driven solution capable of pro-
cessing the data to generate insights and recommendations based on their 
parameters.

" e components constituting the dataset needed to switch to demand-based 
price optimization may di$ er in each speci# c case. " e standard set of data 
includes historical sales and promo data of at least the last two years. " e 
data on historical price changes as well as SKUs’ stock availability and prod-
uct descriptions might also be required. Even if you are not going to switch 
to demand-based pricing tomorrow, collecting and organizing data properly 
would de# nitely be wise. A% er the dataset is in place, the business has to 
choose either to build an in-house AI-driven pricing system or # nd a best-# t-
ting third-party vendor that specializes in demand-based pricing solutions.
 
" e point is that setting prices for the entire portfolio based on thousands 
or millions of data points is something which can hardly be done e$ ectively 
without utilizing the power of AI algorithms.

Finally, it should be noted that even the most advanced AI-based pricing solu-
tions cannot substitute human beings. " e implementation of demand-based 
pricing so% ware changes the role of a pricing team but the key strategic deci-
sions are still to be made by a manager or other stakeholders.

" at’s why before implementing a demand-based pricing system, the busi-
ness has to make sure it has a dedicated team of specialists ready to supervise 
the so% ware integration.  " e team should be able to utilize the data and have 
the # nal say in strategic decision-making.

To get prepared for the demand-based price optimization solution’s imple-
mentation, it is vitally important to avoid the typical mistakes businesses 
make while adopting advanced technologies. Let’s look at the most critical 
issues and # nd out how to tackle them.

First of all, every price optimization system starts with a test run that allows 
trying out the capabilities of the algorithms and engines. For the test run, 
retail teams should thoroughly choose the test and control groups.
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" e typical mistake here implies choosing stores that have di$ erent product 
mixes and sales patterns. " is di$ erence can play a negative role in achieving 
the test run goals.

For example, part of the stores may predominantly sell the retailer’s pri-
vate-label products, while they may not be available in the other stores. In the 
end, the # nal results would be misleading. To avoid this mistake, one should 
carefully study the sales structure for each of the stores, identify key product 
groups in greatest demand, and analyze the procurement of goods. A% er that, 
test and control store groups can be selected properly.

Another issue o% en appears in the next step of the solution’s implementation 
and refers to the choice of the right pricing strategy for reaching the business 
goals.

To go through this stage without risks, the business should develop a pricing 
strategy in advance, together with a competent pricing architect.

One thing which should never be disregarded while de# ning the pricing 
strategy is the level of promo pressure. " at’s because a signi# cantly di$ erent 
reaction to promo in di$ erent stores may indicate the need for re-clustering 
the product range both in the test and control groups and in the retail chain 
as a whole.
 
" e implementation results can also be signi# cantly a$ ected by the product 
scope entrusted to the solution. It may simply be insu&  cient for the system 
to fully unroll and apply all the potential to grow the intended # nancial in-
dicators.

To achieve all the set goals for the growth of key indicators, it’s vital to con-
sider the number of SKUs and revenue under management delegated to the 
solution.

Insu&  cient volumes may signi# cantly limit the system’s ability to generate 
elasticity-based optimal prices.

If a business is aware of these critical issues, the e$ ectiveness of the solution 
would not be as risky. Once the test run is complete, the pricing engine’s ef-
fectiveness is evaluated and a comprehensive price optimization rollout gains 
the green light.
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2.5 User experience as a key driver for the success of pricing solutions
by Marina Dias

To keep it as concise as possible, pricing teams major tasks can be split into 3 
di$ erent 3 buckets:

1. Operational (analyze & set prices according to strategy);
2. Reporting (prepare and check performance results);
3. Support Analytics & Revising strategy (review impacts - includes 
 scenarios simulations & provide guidelines to adapt strategy - can 
 include support to change current systems / calculations con# gurations).

" e 3 major tasks require di$ erent perspectives when it comes to user experi-
ence. For operational tasks, the aim is that things (normally a huge number of 
products for di$ erent scopes - online/in-store) are done in a short period of 
time but with a high level of accuracy. From this perspective, users need the 
ability to understand global vision if everything is according to the strategy 
and to be able to act quickly in case something goes wrong - which requires 
the ability to go granular.
 
" e same approach (high level & granular vision) for reporting but here it’s 
important also to have the possibility to review historical data and be able 
to do comparisons between di$ erent scopes or periods. As an example, the 
ability to easily change from article level to category; from store to group of 
stores is also required.
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When we start to think about measuring impacts to be able to add value to 
the strategy and the business, a di$ erent approach is needed. Ability to gather 
historical data; elasticity studies and forecast scenarios given a target / busi-
ness goal is a need. To  be able to do that, besides trusting the data (no black 
boxes) users need to be able to enter di$ erent parameters to do simulations 
- this can be goals (like to grow revenue) or target (1M in the next month). 
Also it’s relevant that con# gurations to input parameters and run the adjusted 
strategy are fast and easy to structure.

Managing the process of changing a price or de# ning a price for a new article 
can require that di$ erent teams be able to analyze it prior to implementing 
it. Information Flows are critical to exist (di$ erent users & pricing # nal deci-
sion) as well as keep track of who did what and when. Same for noti# cations 
in case something is dependent on someone.

User experience in pricing is something that sometimes is forgotten if 
everything is managed by excel or databases - and here we migrate our 
thoughts to the bene# ts of using Pricing Platforms.

Pros & Cons of using a pricing platform

Below its presented a short list with the wrap of the pros and cons of adopting 
a SAAS solution to manage pricing.

Pros:
• Integrative Solution - di$ erent sources and formats of data may be used
• Ability to keep & maintain a data warehouse (internal - organization 
 data and external- competitors data);
• Ability to access and manage Historical data;
• Possibility to easily apply statistical models e$ ectively to be able to build 
 predictions and support pricing and business decisions;
• Continuous focus on user experience - ability to monitor user journey 
 and collect feedback to include or adjust new relevant features;
• Consulting services as a plus to gather new trends and market insights
• Data Science teams to support reporting and analysis ad hoc;
• Ability to run scenarios to support pricing strategy de# nition (accord-
 ing targets and taking into account seasonality);
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• Communication ' ow (which tasks need to be done and by whom) and 
 monitorization (who did what and when);
• Alerts & Noti# cations;
• Cloud based - mitigates risks of losing data and reduces cost of owner-
 ship. 

Cons:
• Customization for speci# c features (depending on e$ ort);
• It’s not a pricing management department - it can help with guidance, 
 implementation of pricing strategy, operational price recommenda-
 tions, monitoring competitors and monitoring e$ ects but its not a 
 decision maker;
• Lack of 360 vision of the business in case data is not provided 
 (eg: online tra&  c data; marketing data; sales teams data);
• It requires good communication between di$ erent stakeholders;
• Statistical models can be seen as black box by di$ erent stakeholders.
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2.6 Showcasing Tech-driven Success in Retail
by Marina Dias

Who wins the most with advanced pricing technologies

By 2020, the global retail market reached a value of more than $23 trillion. 
And as long as the price remains the core communication interface between 
sellers and shoppers, retail industry players would be the major bene# ciaries 
of the advanced pricing technologies.

However, from the historical perspective, retailers o% en turned out to be 
rather resistant to technology implementation. In contrast, tech-driven pric-
ing solutions were # rst adopted in industries that are smaller in size, yet more 
' exible and open to innovations.

For example, in 1985, American Airlines introduced the # rst yield manage-
ment system which is considered to be the # rst-ever prototype of an algorith-
mic pricing system used in business.
 
Just to compare, at that time, retailer market leaders were relying almost ex-
clusively on the large consultancy agencies that provided sophisticated and 
manually managed pricing strategies.

Since then, the industry’s tech evolution has gone through several explicit 
periods. In the mid-1990s, the monopoly of large consultancy agencies was 
undermined by the # rst tech solutions that could analyze historical data, yet 
were too expensive and di&  cult to integrate.
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" e second wave of pricing tech solutions was introduced at the dawn of the 
new millennium. With this type of pricing system, retailers could even build 
rough predictive models, however, the systems remained rather complicated 
in onboarding and operational use.

In the mid-2010s, retailers # nally got the third-wave solutions that ruined 
giants’ monopoly on innovation and made optimal pricing possible for all 
types of players regardless of the industry or a retailer’s size.

Paradoxically, the global economic crises and recessions turned out to be the 
major triggers fostering retailers to adopt pricing technology solutions. " e 
2008-09 economic recession or the CV19 pandemic may serve as good illus-
trations in this regard.

" e number of sellers implementing advanced pricing solutions increases 
from year to year. One of the reasons is the practically proven e$ ectiveness of 
AI and ML-driven technologies across various retail industries. Just one fact: 
on average, the demand-based pricing enabled through advanced solutions 
enables retailers to grow margins by 6%.

How advanced pricing so# ware helps retailers in di$ erent industries

It is important to note that the use of pricing technology in every retail seg-
ment might have its own speci# c features and peculiarities. Most of them are 
stemming from the di$ erence in the challenges that the market players seek 
to solve through algorithmic pricing.

" e table below shows which typical challenges do retailers of various indus-
tries solve with advanced pricing solutions.
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Proven by numbers: how pricing tech boosts key metrics across industries

A few real-life cases with numbers are probably the best illustration on how 
AI-driven pricing can boost bottom-line metrics across industries. " e vis-
uals below show the key results retailers gained a% er implementing the ad-
vanced pricing solutions.

Problem: the retailer exhausted all the traditional scaling approaches, as a 
result the company used to mimic competitors’ pricing and promo decisions.

Solution: data-driven demand-based price recommendations to sustain # -
nancial growth as well as ensuring that only true competitors in' uence pric-
ing decisions.

Consumer electronics [$400M in revenue, 117 stores]
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Problem: signi# cant promo pressure with over 60% of discounted items 
in portfolio. Competitor-based pricing only for over 100 price zones with 
di$ erent price elasticity.

Solution: regular demand-driven recommendations for price and promo 
decisions.

Problem: high pressure to clear o$  shelves fast while maintaining the gross 
pro# t and pro# t margin. In addition, repricing process takes too much time.

Solution: regular elasticity-based markdown suggestions along with data-driv-
en analytics for well-informed pricing decisions available with one click.

FMCG retailer [$200M in revenue, 104 stores with 
41 pricing zones]

Fashion retailer [$200M in Revenue, 114 stores]
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PA R T  I I I 

! inking Out-of-Box or 
What Can You Learn From

 Subscription Model
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3.1 Business model change
by Maciej Kraus

Membership economy, subscription model, recurring revenue, and con-
sumption-based model. Whatever you want to call it, it ultimately comes 
down to the “forever transaction,” the point at which users sign up once and 
remain there forever.

Selling unique goods to faceless, anonymous customers is no longer the focus 
of business. " e future of business is the membership economy.

Recent years have seen historic growth and pro# tability in the subscription 
economy. In actuality, the subscription economy has grown nearly # ve times 
faster than the S&P 500 over the last ten years. Additionally, consumers have 
a tendency to feel more loyal to and spend more money with the brands they 
follow.
 
" e subscription economy is undoubtedly here to stay. But what can we infer 
from the subscription industry’s quick development? Here are a few lessons 
one can learn from the pioneers in the subscription industry.

Subscription businesses are growing revenues between 5 and 9 times faster 
than S&P 500 company revenues, according to the most recent Subscription 
Economy Index (SEI) report.
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Gartner notes that “new subscription and recurring-revenue-based business-
es are being launched every week in nearly every industry.” What’s more, “by 
2022, more than 90% of so% ware providers will have migrated to a subscrip-
tion-based business model.”

But it’s not just limited to the so% ware industry. We’re witnessing the end 
of ownership and the rise of usership. Consumers want ongoing access to 
the latest and greatest (tools, content, services, etc.) and they demand val-
ue. Meanwhile businesses want the stable and predictable revenue o$ ered by 
subscription models.

As Gartner notes, “subscription and other recurring revenue streams derived 
from digital business models…will soon become standard in modern day 
businesses.”

" is part will be obviously skewed towards tech and startups.

Business model change

Before the internet, people had to pay to subscribe to services like milk de-
livery and newspapers. For businesses, however, embracing and putting into 
practice new subscription business models has typically proved challenging. 
For many years, merely collecting money was one of the subscription models’ 
main problems. To collect recurring payments from thousands, or even mil-
lions, of clients, businesses needed the necessary infrastructure.

Recurring payments can now be set up and processed without the previous 
signi# cant human resource input thanks to digital payment services like Pay-
Pal, Stripe and many others.

Businesses now have a better understanding of consumer behavior thanks to 
analytics systems like Zuora, Chargebee and the like, which they can utilize 
to improve their subscription models over time.

" e ability to ship physical goods consistently and at scale has become more 
e&  cient and a$ ordable thanks to developments in logistics, best represented 
by Amazon.
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Although these infrastructure improvements have increased the viability of 
subscription business models, viability alone cannot explain the subscription 
economy’s impressive growth rates. It’s vital to look at the attractiveness that 
the subscription model has for both businesses and the clients they service in 
order to comprehend that.

" e necessary transformation is depicted in the above diagram. IT comes 
from Zuora Founder and CEO Tien Tzuo’s best-selling book, Subscribed: 
Why the Subscription Model Will Be Your Company’s Future—and What to 
Do About It. First and foremost, service providers need to transition from a 
static, product-focused business strategy that depends on several channels to 
reach customers to a dynamic, subscription-based business model that prior-
itizes customer experience and service.

Subscription is a powerful business model because it creates an environment 
where the default customer behavior is retention, as opposed to one where 

the default behavior is churn

Appeal for businesses: predictability, 
recurring revenue, can grow as usage 
grows, customer insight, upsell/cross 
sell, risk mitigation for R&D, drives 

relationships, quicker time to market

Appeal for customers: better aligned 
with value, cost, convenience, and 

customization, continuous innovation, 
risk reduction

1 2
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Although switching to a subscription-based model has clear commercial 
advantages for both users and service providers, it won’t always be easy.

It can be more challenging to change an organization’s culture and practices 
than its technology. Before the concept of the digital subscription economy 
even existed, the majority of accounting, billing, and payment systems were 
created. Additionally, there may not always be executive support for reform.
Set your priorities # rst- what’s your North Star metric? Do you want to grow 
or increase revenues?
 
Most probably you need both.

I think most companies underemphasize pro# ts and overemphasize growth. 
" ey’re both crucial but one of the main reasons businesses ultimately fail is 
unpro# tability, not slow growth.

In any case, to be successful you most probably you need both.

" e simultaneous pursuit of growth and pro# tability is one of the most exqui-
site and di&  cult leadership dilemmas. " ere’s no right answer.

Let’s look at tech businesses. Maybe pro# t is not the right term for them a% er 
all? We all know that very few startups achieve it. Numerous companies that 
are IPOing aren’t pro# table — while not a great indicator, they sold the story 
of growth etc. In 2018 over 80% of IPOs were not pro# table, in 2019 it was 
over 70%. Several of 2020 year’s largest IPOs — including ride-hailing rivals 
Uber and Ly%  — have fallen below their o$ ering prices as investors turn away 
from business models with unproven paths to pro# tability. And there’s We-
Work, who pulled its highly anticipated IPO.

How will things change in the future? You hear more o% en of camels rather 
than unicorns as the way to grow your business. Unlike unicorns, camels are 
not imaginary creatures living in # ctitious lands. " ey are real, resilient and 
can survive in the harshest places on Earth. While the metaphor may not be 
as ' ashy, these startup camels prioritize sustainability, and thus survival, by 
balancing strong growth and cash ' ow.
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I’ve worked for companies that focused on growth, and I’ve worked for com-
panies that focused on pro# t. More importantly I’ve seen successes and fail-
ures of both.

But if I had to pick, I’d pick pro# t. Or at least a strong proof for one.

" e explanation for my choice is actually very simple; it all comes down to 
the runway. " e more pro# table you are, the stronger your leverage in raising 
capital or reinvesting pro# ts into growth or product development.

If you’re pro# table, then you will have as much runway as you want. " at’s 
why, generally speaking, I’d pick pro# t over growth in almost every instance. 
But it’s still a question of balance. And of course, there’s plenty of exceptions 
and you can name plenty of successful companies with hyper growth and 
negative pro# t.

Personal perspective

" ere’s another perspective — for some strange reason, we all think that 
bigger is always better. " is refers not only to business but also to other 
aspects of life.
When I owned and was running my own business, I felt this common and 
prevalent idea that bigger is always better. One of the most common ques-
tions I was asked by friends and family was,
 
“How many people work for you?” For some reason, the number of people 
working in your o&  ce is o% en used as a metric of how successful your busi-
ness is. But it’s not always a good metric.

For me personally, growing the number of people in my business is never 
a goal. Not even remotely. It is not easy to explain it to the outside world, 
though. Eventually I don’t let society’s mantra that bigger is better in' uence 
me. " ink for yourself, independent of all the noise out there, and then go 
for it.
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3.2 Pricing perspective
by Maciej Kraus

I usually say that pricing is a tool. If you apply it well, you’ll successfully 
achieve your goals. Again, # rst you need to know your goal. My friend Wo-
jciech Gorzen wrote a great piece on this and let me quote it here:

“If you were to maximize Revenue or Pro# t – which one would you choose?” 

So many times I hear people saying (or thinking): “Obviously both!”

But is it at all possible? Unfortunately, in most of the cases, it is NOT. Espe-
cially on established and mature markets.

Simplifying things a bit and assuming linear volume reaction to price changes 
both Revenue and Margin curves have “mushroom” shape – see the picture. 
However, the top of each “mushroom” is in a di$ erent place! So, you cannot 
be on top of both of them at the same time.

Depending on your starting position (current price level) it is possible to 
move up with both “mushrooms” – when you are too much to the le%  (too 
low) or too much to the right (too high with your price).
But what if you are between the peaks?...

• Be clear about your priorities;
• Understand the price response functions for your products;
• Choose wisely & act accordingly.
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You should set your pricing model di$ erently for growth and for pro# t. 

“Rule of 40”.

For a number of years we have had the “Rule of 40” - the principle that a 
company’s combined growth rate and pro# t margin should exceed 40%. " is 
principle has gained momentum as a high-level measure of performance 
for businesses in recent years, especially in the realms of venture capital and 
growth equity. It is being embraced as an important metric to help measure 
the trade-o$ s of balancing growth and pro# tability.

Young companies o% en beat that mark with ultra rapid growth. But older 
companies, whose growth has tapered o$ , need to improve performance and 
pro# t margins to hit that metric. So, your goals will probably shi%  down the 
road.

How to beat the “Rule of 40”?
 
Strong growth. My vague estimate would be that 1/2 of early stage compa-
nies that outperform the Rule of 40 in consecutive years achieve it with rev-
enue growth above 40%. " ese companies might generate some pro# t while 
investing all the money in hypergrowth to build a large installed base. " is 
works particularly well for any platform business.
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Balanced, pro" table growth. 1/3 of companies consistently exceeding the 
Rule of 40 do so with revenue growth between 20% and 40%. It’s more true 
for large, more established companies that have successfully developed new 
products for markets adjacent to their core, and navigated technology or 
business model transitions (for example, to SaaS and subscription models) 
to keep growing.

Pro" tability. Remaining companies beat the Rule of 40 with annual growth 
below 20%. It’s easier to do it if you have a large, established business. With 
growth stabilizing around 10%, companies turn to becoming more e&  cient 
and pro# table — exacting pricing power, leveraging the scale and scope of 
large salesforces, cross-selling and expanding installed base customers, ex-
ploring new business models, increasing renewals, moderating R&D invest-
ment.

Wrap-up

" e pro# t-growth question doesn’t have easy answers. Depending on your 
industry and the stage of your company, “success” equates to very di$ erent 
ratios. Ultimately, it’s important to remember that what all investors truly 
care about is the cash ' ow which a company generates over its lifetime. You 
may not be pro# table now, but there needs to be a clear route to pro# tability, 
ideally in your near future. No matter how groundbreaking your business 
idea may be.
 

From product-market " t to product-market-price " t

Most startups fail. We all know it. Depending on the study it’s anything from 
70% to 99%. But why? According to the Startup Genome Report, it’s mostly 
because of scaling too fast.

While growth is good, a “too fast, too furious” approach can create cracks in 
the foundation that can slow down your business later.

Before joining Movens Capital, I was a pricing consultant for 15 years. Speak-
ing to startups on pricing I o% en ask them — what will happen if you start 
charging for your product or service? And if you charge, what if you charge 
10% more than you currently do? Too o% en, I get the same answer- it’ll hin-
der our growth. Or, our customers will turn away.
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Charging $ is the best proof of product market " t

Everyone is obsessed over product-market # t. It is nothing bad. It is a critical 
necessity to scale and crate value to shareholders.

Startups fail for many reasons, but so o% en the problem is the failure to put 
the customer’s willingness to pay at the very core of product design. " e vast 
majority of companies postpone pricing decisions until the product is ready 
and hope they’ll make money some time in the unde# ned future. " is is not 
the sequence you should have.

Best veri# cation of your product-market # t? 

Question 1: Do you like my product or service? 
Question 2: Would you pay $XX for it?

Charging for your product or a new feature is the best validation of your 
product-market # t.

Getting price into product-market " t equation

Getting new customers (free) is not the toughest part. " e true test is making 
them to pay you anything at all.

We see (based on our experience although with no quantitative data to prove 
it, sorry), startups that struggle with fundraising tend to monetize too late. 
Yet it’s clearly fundamental to a startup’s success.

Make sure you verify what customers are willing to pay early in the process. 
It’ll drastically increase your odds of success.

Product-market-price " t = your 
company o# ers a new product 
that meets a genuine need and 
customers will pay for it at a 
price that can validate your 
investment.
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Finding True Fit might sound easy, but o# en takes years of hard work

In SaaS, pricing is tightly linked to the product itself. It’s di$ erent from other 
types of so% ware and non-tech products - where price is more detached from 
the product itself.

Real story (one of many)

Recently one successful SaaS startup came to me. " ey wanted my support 
with the pricing. " ey said the rest was # ne. It was only pricing ($ number) 
that was missing.

What soon came out was that it was not pricing (or price points) they were 
struggling with. It had more to do with pretty much everything else:

• Revenue model;
• Customer segmentation;
• Value proposition;
• Marketing strategy;
• Conversion optimization;
• And loads more.

So I give them a high-level pricing strategy framework. " ey said they need 
details, an operational plan, value argumentation, and an answer to the key 
question: how much is your product and why is it so expensive?
 
" ey had 80% free customers. We run a few surveys with those free custom-
ers. We quickly agree that we should not draw far-fetched conclusions from 
what they say. Only learning from paying customers counts. " ink about it. 
What someone declares he/she’ll pay or what he/she says your product is 
worth is irrelevant if he doesn’t follow that up with giving you money. Free 
users aren’t actually customers and won’t give you the same insights (feed-
back, usage patterns, etc.) as customers that pay you.

" e company showed me a pricing spreadsheet they came up with. " ey said 
that they need to charge $1000/mo to break even. But customers would not 
pay more than $500/mo. Oops. " at’s not where you want to be.
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3.3 Why SaaS pricing is a little di$ erent than 
in other businesses- product architecture

by Maciej Kraus

One of the big topics is product versioning, product bundles, product archi-
tecture, product tiers- you name it.

" e beauty of SaaS pricing is the ability to price the same product at each 
customer’s willingness to pay (and get away with it). " e next best thing is to 
de# ne one version for each customer with the right value-price combination. 
But how to do it properly?

I always tell my clients to di$ erentiate the pricing bundles based on value 
drivers (parameters customers care about). Avoid “commodity” items like 
storage, CPU, or users! (for more details see my previous article why us-
er-based pricing is no good). In most circumstances value-based pricing al-
lows you to charge more.

" e great thing in SaaS is, if you’ve built your product properly, you can very 
easily customize pricing bundles, versions, tiers, etc. to # t the appropriate 
market segments.

How to o$ er Di$ erent Products for Di$ erent Audiences?

It’s not rocket science: not every user has the same preferences. And not every 
user has the same budget and willingness to pay. If you manage to create 
di$ erent product variants addressing di$ erent customer segments, you can 
increase your user base and revenues at the same time.
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I’ll use celebrity cases here. One form B2B and two Consumer So% ware. For 
all of these- core products are the same. With premium plans for an extra $ 
you can get additional features, bells and whistles.

It’s de# nitely easier to apply and thus more popular with B2B. But you see it 
more o% en with consumer so% ware.
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Why user-based pricing model is crap for (almost) any subscription 
business

Recently I was working on a pricing strategy with a large Indian med-tech 
SaaS. When I told them that we should consider moving away from the price-
per-user to a more e&  cient pricing metric, their # rst reaction was “But every-
one does it the same as we do, price-per-user.” " is is one of those cases when 
you’d be better o$  not following the crowd.

My other SaaS client’s CTO said recently, “Pricing should encourage excessive 
usage instead of limiting it”. " is is exactly what per-user pricing doesn’t do. 
What does it do? It hinders your growth and dooms for future failure. Why? 
Because users are seldomly where your Clients see value in your solution.

So why do so many SaaS charge per user and do not want to introduce new 
pricing solutions?

It’s probably a relic of the ancient past (1980s) when you had to physically 
deliver the so% ware (CD, ' oppy drive). " at was when the per-user made a 
lot of sense. You didn’t have a subscription fee. It was a one-time license/copy 
fee, which was then equal to the “user”.

But things did change. Nowadays you don’t have to do physical delivery. Nev-
ertheless, many of you want to move on to recurring revenues in the form of 
a SaaS subscription. However, you forget that most companies (new and old) 
copy what they know best-adjust the old license prices to the prices for the 
user.

Per-user pricing kills your growth and sets you up for long term failure be-
cause it’s rarely where value is ascribed to your product. If you’re charging per 
user, I guess that your well-deserved revenues probably go down the drain. 
My experience is that almost all companies that use per-user pricing should 
be using a di$ erent value metric. " at’s especially true if your product doesn’t 
provide more value with additional users. If there’s no better alternative, go 
for per-user pricing. But I’ve never experienced such a case in my career as a 
pricing advisor.
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Ideal value metric like Holy Grail or Harbinger of Trouble?

" e best value metric is one that most closely correlates with where your 
client perceives value from your service. It determines how you charge for 
your service, and how you set each pricing tier. Remember, a “value metric” 
is what and how you’re charging for a product. For example, if you’re selling 
a pair of shoes, then your value metric is “per pair of shoes”. As a result, when 
customers buy more pairs, your business expands.

An approach to avoid when you are thinking value metrics:

1. Not linked to value
 
Consider an analytical product used by 100 users at an enterprise compa-
ny, but with only 3 power users accounting for 95% of the usage. Beyond 
the initial 3 licenses, the value to the company would not increase consist-
ently as more users are added.

2. Not scalable

Consider a tool aimed at an accounting team, which has remained the 
same size for 15 years, and shows no sign of changing. Charging per user 
will never raise the revenue per customer, and so it is not a scalable metric 
for growth.

3. Not auditable

Maybe it’s not that relevant these days. But still. How many times have you 
shared licenses (or credentials) with your friends and colleagues? It can 
o% en be challenging to know and measure how many users genuinely use 
the product. How can you set the price appropriately?

So how to do it?

" e key to # nd the best pricing metric is simple: the better you understand 
your market and customers the easier it will be to create an o$ ering that they 
perceive to be high value. It means more revenue and pro# t from selling your 
service for you.
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When you are creating a value metric, # rst start with running a list of all 
the axes you could charge along (not feature di$ erentiation, but actual axes). 
Next, send a survey or conduct some interviews to determine where your 
customer ascribes value in your product. It’s important to use a process that 
would be outlined in our feature value post to ensure validity. Finally, test, 
implement and iterate.

A great value metric must pass following three tests:

1)  Transparency and ease for the customer to understand;

2)  Adjustment to where the customer receives value in the product;

3)  Grows with your customer’s usage of that value.

Valuable advice: Your SaaS Pricing Model should be built around what the 
customer values, which probably means staying away from “commodity” 
metrics like users.

4. Is it easy to understand?

" e value metric needs to be intuitive to the user. Best veri# cation ques-
tions need to make sense to your prospects, and they should be able to “get 
it” without talking to someone at your company.
 
" at’s one of the reasons why per-user pricing is so popular: everyone can 
understand it and can calculate how much they’d end up paying if they 
used your service, if their whole team used it, or if the whole company 
used it.

5. Is it win-win strategy?

Yes, there are several products where per-user pricing makes sense. On the 
other hand, it should never be the end all be all of your SaaS pricing. Fea-
ture di$ erentiation, additional value metrics (storage, contacts, bandwidth, 
reports), and add-ons need to be an aspect of your overall SaaS Pricing Strat-
egy. " e important thing to keep also in mind here is that you need to test and 
truly make your pricing customer and value based.
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" e key goal is to have a pricing strategy that works in the interest of the cus-
tomers as well as that of the business.

What can SaaS tech business learn from Net% ix’s pricing changes? How to 
develop your pricing over time?

I wanted to write about Net' ix pricing for a few di$ erent reasons. I work 
with SaaS companies at various stages of development. In most cases, I have 
to explain to the funders that you need to adjust your pricing policy to where 
you are at with your company development. You need di$ erent pricing when 
you start, and di$ erent on the following stages of the journey. And most of 
all- KISS, keep it simple & straightforward. But at the same time- SaaS tech 
companies update their pricing on average every 2–3 years??!!

In recent years streaming services have signi# cantly changed and shaped our 
trends in spending free time and perception of television as entertainment. 
Every year we have more options to choose from (Amazon, Apple TV plus, 
Disney, HBO, Hulu to name just a few). Nevertheless, incessantly number 
one for 20 years is Net' ix. It has become a precursor of streaming services 
and sets standards for digital content. " e company took a DVD rental ser-
vice and transformed it into a cultural icon worth multibillion-dollars. How 
did Net' ix pricing develop over those years?

Starting with DVD rentals back in 1997, they moved to monthly subscrip-
tions in 2000, followed by “Watch Now” streaming in 2007. " roughout its 
lifetime, Net' ix has consistently been at the forefront of change in the mar-
ket, also when it comes to pricing logic.

How Net% ix price strategy evolved over the years?

Where it all started, in the USA, Net' ix now has the most users (73 million, 
Q2 2020). At the beginning of its operation, the platform attracted customers 
with a low subscription price and only one pricing plan. At # rst glance, it may 
seem that such a price solution is too simplistic for such an innovative prod-
uct. Nothing could be further from the truth! " is strategy has allowed Net-
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' ix to create huge reach among consumers and build instant awareness. You 
should remember that back in the year 2000 no one heard of video streaming 
subscription platforms! Simple pricing was the best solution back then.

Pricing changes came as the company invested more in high-end original 
series and movies, marketing and technology. As people got the basic concept 
of what video streaming is about, Net' ix was able to develop and address 
its service to more market segments (4k quality, family plans, simultaneous 
streaming etc.).

Initially, Net' ix introduced the standard module for a price of $8 per month 
($7.99 to be precise). However, the increasing demand for new technologies 
(choose-your-own-adventure format in Black Mirror series) and productions 
(Stranger " ings or " e Irishman) gave additional justi# cation for price in-
creases and introduction of new pricing plans. Let’s remember that the price 
entry point remained almost unchanged for 10 years- $7.99->$8.99. " is 
way Next# lx managed to achive two, seemingly contradicting, goals: positive 
price perception (how users perceive Net' ix’s pricing relative to its competi-
tors) and grow ARPU.
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89% of Net' ix current users said in a recent survey they would be devastated 
if Net' ix no longer existed. Such a result is a phenomenon on a global scale! 
Only 11% of respondents said they would not be disappointed. " at said, 
there’s still work Net' ix can do. " ere are three aspects that customers have 
pointed out for improvement:

• 25% said more content — “Continue to add new stu$  that other 
 streaming companies do not have.”;
• 19% said lower price — “" e price has gotten a little high.”;
• 8% said improved search/cataloging — “I would like to be able to 
 personally tailor it.”.

" e results speak for themselves! When it comes to price level complaints- 
every single company will face a “lowest price” customer segment. If it’s only a 
single digit % of your customer base, it doesn’t really a$ ect your bottom-line.

Price discrimination according to Net% ix. Is that di&  cult?

At present, Net' ix o$ ers its services in 190 countries. Should pricing di$ er 
across geographies? Most potential customers in Asia or Africa would not be 
willing to pay as much as subscribers in the US and EU.
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" erefore, Net' ix has become an expert in slimmed-down subscription 
plans. For example, in India Net' ix o$ ers a low-end mobile plan for only $3 
a month. Such solutions are also implemented in other Asian countries, such 
as Malaysia and Indonesia.

A good example of price di$ erentiation is the comparison of prices in Euro-
pean and American countries (Source: Pro# tWell). For example, in Canada, 
where users would be willing to pay for Net' ix around $13.5, the price of a 
standard subscription is $8.6 (more than 35% lower). On the other hand, in 
Sweden, where the willingness to pay is $15.3, the price of the same service 
is $13.4 (12% lower). Di$ erent size of the gap between the willingness to pay 
level and standard price in those countries shows that Net' ix skillfully con-
trols the price. In some regions, it lowers the price of the service to make it 
more available, while in others, it increases the maximum margin.

In each of these countries, Net' ix is charging less than the market would al-
low. People in these countries want Net' ix badly and are willing to pay. " ey 
might not have other streaming services to turn to, so Net' ix doesn’t have the 
same market pressure as in the US. In those markets Net' ix wants to improve 
market penetration, lock-in as many new customers and make Net' ix a de-
fault streaming service in each country. Data shows that many customers stay 
with the streaming provider they’ve already signed-up to.
 
Land and expand- Di$ erent Products for Di$ erent Audiences
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Not every user has the same preferences. And not every user has the same 
willingness to pay. One way to increase the number of addressable users is 
to create di$ erent product packages for di$ erent user segments. SaaS prod-
ucts, for example, are usually segmented by user type (personal/hobby, SMBs, 
scale ups, enterprise).

While the core product is the same for everyone, premium plans come with 
additional features (that are more relevant for customer segments willing to 
pay more) and thus a higher price tag. You would see it even more in B2B 
SaaS.

" e core idea behind these di$ erent packages is to # nd features that are prox-
ies for willingness to pay. Screen quality is a perfect example: Users who are 
willing to spend $$$ on an Ultra HD TV, are probably also willing to spend 
more $$$ on a video streaming service.

In a way Nex' ix follows the old “land and expand” strategy. In Net' ix’s case 
an individual user signs up for a free trial, then converts to a paid user and 
later might migrate to premium service.
 
Retention is the king of growth.

What separates top growing companies from all the rest? You might think it 
is customer acquisition but it’s not! It’s retention!

If you have poor retention, what’s the point of customer acquisition?

" e goal of the text below is to show why customer and user retention is the 
most important factor in traction and growth, the anatomy of retention, and 
strategies and tactics to improve and optimize the various pieces of retention.

It seems so obvious. Every improvement in retention also improves all of the 
other factors of your business. Why then do so many companies put all the 
focus on customer acquisition?

Most (if not all) of your future revenue will come from existing customers.
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In a recent project 50% of an ecommerce store’s revenue is created by 10% of 
its customers

→You increase LTV. " e longer you retain a user, the more money you’ll 
make of them. and can a$ ord higher CPA at the top of the funnel. " at 
increases your growth opportunities. You’ll be able to a$ ord more users 
from more expensive channels and spend more and grow faster.

→You increase virality. " e longer users stay, the more opportunities you 
have to prompt them to invite other users or recommend your product. 
" e best example is any # le hosting platform. Take dropbox.com. " e 
longer and more intensive a user uses the platform the more folders they 
might share with users outside of the platform which brings them to the 
product. As you increase virality, you decrease e$ ective CPA and you can 
get more out of every dollar spent on acquisition.

→You increase upgrade rates. Take freemium products. What we see in 
our projects is a strong positive correlation (r>.7) between the time a user 
spends with the product and the odds that he or she will upgrade. " is 
way you decrease payback period- every dollar invested in acquisition you 
get back faster and you can reinvest that at quicker rate and grow more 
rapidly.

For an ecommerce company we worked with a 2% increase in customer re-
tention had an equivalent impact upon pro# tability as a 10% reduction op-
erating costs.

→ It costs 5 times as much to attract new customers as it costs to keep 
 an old one.
→ Cheaper than Acquisition. …
→ Loyal Customers are More Pro# table. …
→ Your Brand Will Stand Out from the Crowd. …
→ You’ll Earn More Word of Mouth Referrals. …
→ Engaged Customers Provide More Feedback. …
→ Customers Will Explore Your Brand. …
→ Loyal Customers are More Forgiving. …
→ Customers Will Welcome Your Marketing 

If you have poor retention, nothing else matters.
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How to understand and improve your retention? Start with … data analytics. 
Here’s a simple example of cohort retention curve.

Source: https://clevertap.com/

It shows you what percentage of acquired users still use your product and 
how it develops over time. In the case below, a% er day 2 over 80% of users are 
gone. Is this a lot? " at depends on what happens next.

" e most important factor of retention curves is that they ' atten out at some 
point. Hopefully, you’re getting cohorts of users that stay with you over time 
and stack up on top of each other. If your retention trends toward zero, that’s 
bad. It means that over time you’ll churn all the users that you acquired. " at 
makes it hard to sustain growth over time.

To understand this curve you can’t just look at it with an ambitious goal to 
optimize it. You need to also break it down into pieces.

In the graph above you see “day 1” retention (it can also be “week 1” or 
“month 1” depending on your curve shape, duration of the onboarding etc.). 
this is about how to get users to experience the core value of our product. It’s 
commonly known as the “Aha moment”
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What is that action that makes your users understand the value that your 
product delivers?

" e crucial thing about this chunk of the curve is that even though it’s tiny 
in terms of time, it has the biggest impact. Any improvement that you make 
here will cascade down the curve and make it shi%  up and have a major im-
pact over a long period of time. It is o% en about better onboarding, clearer 
messaging, better UX for new users.

" e second part is “mid term retention”. In our case it’s days 1–4. So, your 
user got your core value. You think you’re done. Just the opposite is true. " is 
phase is even more challenging. You must make your users use your product 
on a regular basis, create habits and processes around your product. We all 
know how di&  cult it is to change habits. As we’re stubborn creatures, the 
hardest thing to change in this world is human behavior.

Many businesses make this mistake- if our users get our value, they’ll auto-
matically get hooked, come back to my application or my product and use it 
regularly.

If you want to be successful, you must create habits around your product.

" e third part is “long term retention”. You got your users to experience your 
core value upfront, managed to rewire their brain to use it over time. Now 
you have to get your users in front of your product as o% en as possible. " e 
more they use it over a long period of time, the more chances you have for 
long-term retention.

" ere are a lot of strategies on how to slow or ' atten the curve o$ . " ere are 
two I’d want to draw your attention to.

Retention hooks

" ose are built-in features that give customers a reason to send noti# cations 
to other customers, bringing them back to the product. Most social media 
sites do this quite well, but LinkedIn comes to mind # rst.
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You get endorsed by someone on LinkedIn. Not only will you receive a no-
ti# cation email, but you’ll receive a noti# cation as well. More importantly, 
LinkedIn will encourage you to endorse people in your network.

" ese types of retention hooks make you feel good about yourself and en-
courage a retention loop. Active users are continuously pulling inactive users 
back to the product, reminding them of the core value.

Referral programs work

Di$ erent surveys con# rm that 70%-90% of customers trust recommenda-
tions from someone they know about products (making them the most trust-
worthy).

Let’s look at Dropbox again. " e more people users refer to Dropbox, the 
more free space they have for themselves. On the surface, referral programs 
might seem like strictly an acquisition play. However, the bene# t for Dropbox 
here is threefold:

• Trusty word of mouth advertising results in new users;
• Habits begin to form as groups of friends and / or colleagues begin 
 relying on the same product;
• A longer habit formation period (extra of free space) results in a higher 
 likelihood of purchase down the road.

Experience shows that referral programs deliver customers of up to 50% 
greater lifetime value than other customers. So, while encouraging habit for-
mation with existing customers, you’re simultaneously acquiring new cus-
tomers with a higher probability of repeating the purchase behavior.

How to resurrect your customer retention a# er COVID knockdown

Most of you might have heard this quote from Mike Tyson - Everybody Has 
a Plan Until " ey Get Punched in the Mouth.
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For some of the businesses, 2020 was a hard, unexpected hit right between 
the eyes.

You might be tired of all the COVID-related things. True, it’s overwhelming. 
But just because you pretend it’s not there, that doesn’t mean it’s the best ap-
proach? I see a lot of companies and teams working hard to adapt to the new 
normal. My expectation is that the real work is still ahead of us.

I wrote my last text on retention and a lot of you got back to me saying- “It all 
makes sense in “normal” times but if you didn’t notice, 2020 was somewhat 
di$ erent”.

I still believe that retention is the king of growth (or survival). What did 
change- specially for businesses negatively a$ ected by the pandemic- are the 
underlining and surrounding factors.

A lot of you asked me to write on how to adjust your retention strategy if 2020 
was an unexpected knock-down hit for you.

Let’s start with what stays the same.

1. Focus on usage, not revenue!

Revenue is a derivative of usage. Most probably your decrease in revenue 
is a consequence of drop in usage. Track and optimize for the usage, not 
for $. If you have a strong usage base, money will come.

2. Break down retention into its core inputs!

It’s di&  cult to have actionable ideas to improve retention. What you can 
do, is to work on your retention at every stage of your customer lifecycle.

•  Get- How to attract new customers?

• Engage- how to make your existing customers use your product 
    or service more?

• Keep- how to win back those being inactive for a period of time 
    or are considering to quit?
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To think about your retention recovery plan, try to ask yourself this question:

How have the habits of your customers changed? How might they change in 
the future?
 
I mean motivations to sign-up, use, cancel. To understand it better, break it 
down by your customer segments/ buying personas etc. Remember that it 
will probably be a rather dynamic picture, so you should update your answer 
at least every 2–4 weeks, depending on your business.

Looking at the retention numbers (sign-ups, usage, cancellations) try to un-
derstand reasons for changes. Ask yourself: why? why? why? why? Monitor-
ing quantitative measures is not enough, you must understand underlying 
motivations!

" is should allow you to understand which input you should focus on to im-
prove your retention. Don’t think that your customers will magically re-ap-
pear. Even if they do, it’ll take time and reinforcement to reestablish.

How to resurrect your users? Who to resurrect?

Check your own data. My hint is that most of you, severely a$ ected by the 
pandemic, su$ er from the fact that your current customers decreased in us-
age. To re-activate existing users is usually more di&  cult than initial activa-
tion of new cohorts. I don’t want to discourage anyone, but I’d expect that you 
can re-activate only a fraction of your pre-COVID customers. To be e&  cient, 
you should prioritize your most promising customer segments. Your # rst, 
intuitive choice might be your pre-COVID “heavy users” or key accounts. 
But it can be misleading.

I’ll give you an example form a accommodation booking marketplace (for con-
# dentiality, let’s say it’s something like hotels.com, booking.com, but it’s neither 
of those two). Looking at historical data, they had two important segments on 
the demand-side: business travelers and international family holidays. Both of 
those segments are rather unlikely to be # rst to come back. It seems to make 
more sense to focus on local travelers in the # rst resurrection step.
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On the supply-side they had a signi# cant segment of large, +50 bed accom-
modation providers (hotels). Who’s likely to open # rst and get bookings- 
large hotel or small family-owned 3 room guesthouse? I’d bet the latter.

Some customers will never return

Take my own case. I had a gym membership and would train 3x/week. But 
last spring I bought myself an elliptical trainer, treadmill, and a set of weights. 
All I need I have at home now and I don’t plan to go to the gym any time 
soon. I have a strong alternative to my gym membership.

On the other hand, consider my friend who’s a member at the same gym. His 
COVID alternative is watching exercise videos on YouTube 3x week. He hates 
it but doesn’t have any better option. He can’t wait for the gym to re-open. His 
alternative is weak. For the gym, my friend should be a resurrection priority, 
not me.

! ink ahead — Imagining the unimaginable, perform a “pre-mortem”

I’m honored to know S tanford Professor Baba Shiv for some years. He’s a 
world’s leading expert in neuroeconomics. Prof. Shiv advises companies to 
perform “pre-mortems” (aka prospective hindsight). We’re great at retro-
spective rationalizing, analyzing what went right or wrong a% er the fact. We 
always seem to know what the right tactic would have been once the game is 
over. Obviously it’s much harder to make the right choices beforehand. Hind-
sight is always 20/20.

I know a lot of companies that greatly bene# ted over the years from Prof. 
Shiv’s pre-mortem approach. A pre-mortem of a healthy company in normal 
times can provide a number of key insights. You try to identify those factors 
that might cause the downfall of your current business model. " en you as-
sess which factors represent a genuine risk and determine which o$ er the 
greatest opportunities. Once you’ve identi# ed the possible causes of death, 
you can start to anticipate.
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I strongly believe “pre-mortem” is even more relevant these days! Your ability 
to identify possible issues and also to come up with clear solutions is dramat-
ically improved when you aren’t already in a stressful situation. Humans are 
biased substantially to optimism — you need to explicitly give them permis-
sion to imagine the scenario where everything goes wrong.

What are the extreme scenarios that could happen? 

What signals would tell us that this scenario is unfolding? 

What is the impact on the business?

What would we do to mitigate?

It’s better if the team makes decisions when the stakes aren’t high, so that if 
one of the scenarios happens, we already have an action plan to address this 
scenario.

Quick " xes?

I don’t believe in silver-bullets. But maybe some of the ideas below will be 
useful.

1. Connect your brand initiatives with customers

Humans like products they feel invested in and can trust. Generate that 
trust for your customers. Use social media to connect with your customer 
about the vision behind your company, any interesting facts about prod-
ucts, the kind of leadership appeal, smart goals, and resilience during 
COVID-19. " is will keep them invested and build trust when they see 
the groundwork behind the company.
 
2. Concise communication

It is very important to put the right and best foot forward. Instead of bom-
barding your customers with generic emails, go for something interesting 
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that will add value to their overall life. Tell them the unique features of 
how your company can aid them at this time. Providing value is a great 
way to not only remind them that you are there, but it’s also important to 
keep goodwill in their minds about their association with you.

3. Add-ons to products and services

See how well you can stand out amongst competitors by tweaking your 
product to address current needs or concerns. Relevant additions that ad-
dress immediate concerns can be a great help to all and will even bring in 
more customers.

4. Social media for the win.

Social media plays an integral role today and its best to use it in a rich 
manner of advantage. Even right now most of your customers are scroll-
ing through Instagram, Facebook, and Twitter and consuming digital 
content. Make your mark there with engaging content that is interactive. 
Respond to customer queries, answer their comments, and show your 
presence.

5. Incentivize

It’s an open secret that incentivizing your customers is important to keep 
them invested in your product or service. Measures such as gi%  cards, dis-
counts, free trials, and more can help them stick. Reduce customer churn 
through personalization and o$ er rewards for promotion. Implement cus-
tomer loyalty programs that will aim at client retention and brand loyalty.

6. Create helpful content

Publishing online content can bring you to the top of your customers’ 
minds, but the key here is to create content that is helpful. O$ er webinars, 
podcasts and online tutorials to teach your customers something that 
solves their current needs. Consider hosting online events or live video 
streams to connect with your community and keep them engaged. " is 
content can be informational as well as entertaining.
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7. Add a personal touch

Remember that the coronavirus crisis has personally impacted your cus-
tomers on multiple levels. As you speak to your customers, create mes-
saging that is personal and compassionate. Business owners can deliver 
personal touches through handwritten cards, customized emails and 
check-in phone calls to see how their customers are doing.

Mike Tyson was right: Everybody does have a plan until they get punched in 
the mouth

" e real key to success is to have the right kind of plan to be able to move for-
ward a% er they get  hit. For those running any size business or organization, 
from the CEO of the largest organization to an entrepreneur heading his or 
her own startup to the mayor of a small town, you will always be wise to plan 
for bumps in the road- and more- along the way as you execute that beautiful, 
' awless plan. " at’s reality, and reality is more competitive and complicated 
each and every day.

" is text was inspired by my recent experience with numerous companies, as 
well as all the amazing content on retention and growth from reforge.com. If 
you want to explore more, I strongly recommend to check out Reforge Reten-
tion + Engagement program.
 
Want to be successful? Prepare for a daily struggle of constant rejection try-
ing to retain users. " e good news is that you’ll learn some lessons along the 
way and hopefully improve your retention KPIs.

I work with loads of Saas businesses recently. What I see is that some ques-
tions are quite common across the board. I decided to start a series of texts 
that tackle the most common challenges faced these days by subscription 
businesses. Here’s my # rst one. I hope it to be a living series, so please reach 
out and give feedback on what you feel I should cover next.

Dan Ariely is one of my favorite authors, and expert in behavioral economics. 
Allow me to start here by butchering his quote and saying :

“Retention is like teenage sex: everyone SAYS they’re doing it, few are, and if 
they are then it’s not as great as they say it is.”
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Some (most) of you might think- “F!@#$ o$ , I’m doing retention: I send 
e-mails.” Let me challenge you on this one- your emails probably suck, and 
they probably have promotions which train people to respond to the discount 
on your product instead of to see the actual value of the product.

Before I write about some lessons I’ve learned in retention, I want to write 
about what happens if you’re really good at everything else, but not good at  
retention. T witter is  a  perfect  example  here. Twitter has extremely e$ ective 
acquisition. " ough, their activation rate into a monthly active user hovers 
around 10–15%. So, 85 out of every 100 users that try Twitter, don’t get it and 
they leave. If you do the math on that, Twitter would run out of the entire 
Internet to acquire new  users. What happens with Twitter is, they end up 
with ~350m MAU and almost 2bln dormant users! What they learned a% er 
they went public.

It’s much harder to reacquire someone that tried Twitter and didn’t get it, 
than to introduce someone to a great experience the # rst time.

What Twitter would have rather done is- not sign up as many of those users! 
Rather, wait until they # gured out how to explain the value and the service 
better to the average user, and then go out and get those users.

How do you improve retention?

" e # rst thing you have to do — learn what causes it? Only then you have to 
learn to love the rejection (or aka the feedback) and the data as to why cus-
tomers don’t retain.

Methods to retain users better

For a few reasons, let’s take a food delivery platform as an example. Like: 
Uber Eats, Postmates, Doordash, Bolt Food, Wolt etc. Because it’s probably 
an industry most of you can relate to. Plus, I dare to say that I have some 
hands-on experience here.
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Improve the product

You probably think- “No shit, Sherlock! " at’s not very interesting for me.” 
But the one thing I want you to take away, if nothing else, from this read is…
Retention is driven by a lunatic, or maniacal focus on improving the core 
product.

" is is not usually accomplished by building new things into the product. It is 
usually by reducing the friction of the current product and making the prod-
uct simpler to use. Sometimes even by removing features, rather than adding 
them. " is is a mistake I see a ton of founders make. " ey (founders) think:

“My products not super great, but I add this cool feature and it’s gonna be 
better.”

All it does is, it makes the product more complicated, and your retention 
rates decrease instead of increase.

What can food delivery platforms do to improve the product to increase re-
tention? Data shows that with every additional restaurant they add in an area, 
they increase not only the conversion rate but also they increase the retention 
rate. i.e. how much and how many people who ordered # rst-time came back. 
Plus they increase the frequency.

By now you hopefully understand why those companies are very aggressive 
about adding as many restaurants as they can onto the platform →" ey see 
the return…

1. Smooth onboarding, more users (minimum order delivery)

" e second thing they work on, is lowering the minimums and delivery 
fees on the platform. Restaurants might get greedy and they might think- 
“I only want a delivery order if someone’s gonna spend e.g. $20.” " e prob-
lem is that the conversion gets super low. Customers come to the platform 
and they see all these restaurants with high minimums. If a person orders 
just for her/himself, they might not want to spend that much money. So 
those platforms work directly with restaurants to help them understand 
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that if they were able to lower their minimums and fees, they would ac-
tually make more money over the long run due to higher volume. " is is 
true in almost all cases…

2. Easier onboarding, UX, value communication

For food delivery platforms you o% en have 3 options on how to continue 
as a # rst-time user:

a.  create an account;
b. could connect with social platform login (Facebook etc.);
c. create a guest account which just lets you go through, without giving

any information.

Data would show a disturbing trend - people that continue as a guest for their 
# rst order whose retention rates continuously drop. Still, the volume of peo-
ple clicking the guest account increases. How to solve it?

Experiment with UX, and value communication. Instead of having the above 
three options with equal weight, show the value of creating an account. Out-
line how users could quickly reorder food, how they can choose favorites, 
etc. Only then, below all of that information, show the guest account option.

" e experiment might show that a platform is able to take new users and not 
lose any of them. Conversion rates stay the same. But instead of ~50% of peo-
ple choosing a guest option for their # rst time order, it drops to 15%. And the 
people that now create accounts, that would have been guest accounts before, 
retain just as well as the people that were opting in to create accounts before 
the experiment.

It’s just a few examples of di$ erent options # guring out what drives increased 
retention, doing experiments and making the product better.






